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CREDIT FRAUDS — Letter-Bulletin 3
To

M e m b e rs

an d

A s s o c ia te s :

The Institute is circulating letter-bulletin 3 on Credit Frauds in order to
maintain headway in its important work of crime prevention. The appalling
amount lost annually by reason of credit frauds, estimated from $160,000,000
to $400,000,000, is a cost of transacting business that is ultimately borne by
the consuming public. The Institute believes it can find no better way to serve
the public than to wage, in conjunction with the National Association of
Credit Men and business men generally, a fight to reduce this tremendous loss.
The Committee on Public Affairs, on behalf of the Institute, now urges con
centration of effort upon the phase of the problem considered in this letterbulletin—the reduction of losses due to credit frauds. Our efforts, exerted
in cooperation with those of credit men and business men, w ill be doubly
productive. Specific things that you may do are listed on the following
page. Your technical ability imposes upon you a special duty. This duty,
your committee believes, w ill be performed conscientiously and effectively.
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LETTER FROM SECRETARY MELLON
May 1 1 , 1925
Dear Sir:
Receipt is acknowledged of your letter of May 4, 1925, with the enclosed
copy of the Letter-Bulletin on ‘‘Credit Frauds.'' Your coöperation in the general
movement to expose and check credit frauds is highly commendable and con
stitutes a real public service. This particular bulletin is a very creditable one
and should be given wide circulation.
Very truly yours,
(signed) A. W. M ELLON
American Institute of Accountants,
1 3 5 Cedar Street, New York, N . Y .

Secretary of the Treasury

SPECIFIC STEPS ACCO U N TAN TS SHOULD TAKE
You are urged to give specific aid in the fight against credit criminals.
Undertake, as your personal contribution, the following activities:
i 1. Circulate this Letter-Bulletin on
Credit Frauds. Send this letter-bul
letin, together with a card or proper
letter of transmission, to clients and
friends—to all persons whom you can
properly reach. Urge the circulation
of the letter-bulletin by civic and
business organizations among their
members.
2 . Speak on the subject of Credit
Frauds. Whenever practicable, ar
range to speak before civic organiza
tions, professional societies, business
men’s clubs, trade organizations,
men’s clubs, and conferences on this
vital subject. For this purpose, use
the material in the letter-bulletin
and illustrations and facts from your
own experience.

4. Serve on special and regular com
mittees. Civic, business, and profes
sional organizations either have or
can create committees to deal with
the subject of credit frauds. When
ever practicable, serve on existing
committees. If no committees are
available to handle the subject, sug
gest the appointment of special
committees. In every proper way,
make your services available through
committee or other official connec
tion.

5. Cooperate with other agencies. The
National Association of Credit Men
is undertaking a country-wide drive,
to extend over a term of years, against
the credit criminals. Banking insti
tutions, surety companies, and others
3.
Write articles or letters for publi are giving support to this drive.
cation. The public and business in Cooperate in every practicable way
terest in the reduction of losses caused with these agencies.
by credit frauds creates a demand
for articles and letters on this subject.
Contribute, therefore, to the preven
tive work by writing articles for
publication in newspapers and other
periodicals. When the preparation
of formal articles is not practicable,
write letters to leading local news
papers. Feature in these letters the
public and business aspects of the
subject of credit frauds.

6. Advocate the use of verified state
ments for credit purposes. Urge the use
of verified financial statements based
on audits as the greatest preventive
of the misrepresentations that lead
to credit frauds. Make known the
work of the Federal Reserve Board
and the Institute with respect to
forms of statements for credit pur
poses. Accountants can be of espe
cial aid in this phase of the work.

CREDIT FRAUDS

A

The Relation of Accountancy to the
Prevention of Credit Frauds

of $160,000,000, conservatively estimated, is
levied and collected each year by credit criminals
—known in common parlance as credit ‘‘crooks."
A surety company estimates the losses as $400,000,000
a year. Here is a tax on the earnings of honest people,
levied by rogues and swindlers who prey on the proc
esses of modern trade. This tax, on the basis of the
higher estimate, amounts to $3.63 a year for every
man, woman, and child of the 110,000,000 population
of the United States— say $18.15 a year for each family
of five persons. The burden thus carried by business
organizations and ultimate consumers is so grievous,
and the load is so unnecessary, that the American
Institute of Accountants, the National Association of
Credit Men, and other national and local organizations
are making a concerted drive against the credit crim
inals of the country.
Hence, this letter-bulletin. Herein, the attempt
will be made to inform the general public of the na
ture of credit frauds, of the methods employed by
credit criminals, of the means best adapted to prevent
the commission of credit crimes, and of the statutory
remedies which are now available, or which should be
enacted, for the punishment of the credit criminal and
the discouragement of credit crimes. Comprehen
sively, but in non-technical language, the Committee
on Public Affairs, on behalf of the American Institute
of Accountants, w ill state and disseminate the facts.
In addition, it w ill encourage the members and asso
ciates of the Institute, and the certified public account
ants of the country in general, to devote their time
and energy to the solution of this gigantic problem.
By means of public talks, by the preparation and pub
lication of articles, and by services in civic and busi
ness organizations, these accountants, under the
general guidance of the committee, w ill strive to stem
the rising tide of credit fraud, to reduce the enormous
sum-total of losses now sustained.
to ll

Three Stages in Progression of Credit Fraud
Three stages are usually found in the vicious progres
sion of credit fraud— misrepresentation, diversion of
assets, bankruptcy.
The initial stage in credit fraud usually consists of
the misrepresentation of facts and conditions. The
credit criminal may submit false financial statements.
He may forge the certificate of an accountant testifying
to the accuracy of the statements. He may have the

statement ‘‘certified’’ by a person who has no standing
as an accountant— by a person who, in fact, may be
working in collusion with the credit criminal. He
may furnish the names of persons as references who are
in collusion with him. He may misrepresent, by oral
statement or in writing, the volume of business im
mediately in sight. He may submit negotiable instru
ments or other documents that are forged, altered, or
borrowed, either with or without false financial state
ments, to create a wrong impression with respect to
his present or probable future ability to meet his obli
gations. He may masquerade under the name of a
responsible individual or organization. By any of
these misrepresentations, or by one of others that are
occasionally practiced, he may attempt to obtain
advances of money or goods on credit.
The second stage in credit fraud, if money or goods
are obtained by misrepresentation, consists of the
fraudulent diversion of assets. Fraudulent acts of
this nature may take place, even though the credit
is obtained on the basis of proper representation. In
such an instance, the diversion or misappropriation of
assets is the primary act of a fraudulent nature. The
credit criminal may, in fact, painstakingly create a
“ line of credit” by the punctilious performance of his
obligations over a considerable period of time. After
the stage is set and the credit secured, he fraudulently
diverts the goods or cash to his own purposes.
The third stage is found in the bankruptcy or insol
vency of the individual or concern receiving the goods.
This state of affairs, when caused by the credit crimi
nal, is commonly due to the diversion of assets from
the legitimate purposes of the business. Goods are
concealed or surreptitiously sold out of regular busi
ness channels, or cash or securities are turned over in
settlement of fictitious liabilities, or cash or securities
are directly withdrawn by the credit criminal. At
this stage, the problem is one of salvaging and con
serving assets for the benefit of creditors and of ob
taining evidence for the prosecution of offenders.
The presentation of material in this letter-bulletin
w ill follow, in a general way, the three, well-defined
stages in the vicious progression of credit frauds—
misrepresentation, diversion of assets, and bank
ruptcy. After this presentation, statements by judges,
referees, and officials of credit organizations, obtained
expressly for this letter-bulletin, w ill be given. Many
important suggestions w ill be found in these authori
tative utterances.
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MISREPRESENTATION FOR CREDIT PURPOSES
Initial Stage in the Commission of Credit Frauds
primary step in reducing credit losses is the
adoption of measures by which misrepresenta
tions may be detected before credit is given. The
adoption of such measures locks the stable door before
the horse is stolen. It is obviously better to avoid a
loss than it is to incur a loss and punish the criminal
responsible for it.
The conviction and punishment of the credit crim
inal is a matter of great importance, and will be dis
cussed fully later. Consideration will first be given,
however, to the steps that should be taken in order
to detect, for the purpose of avoiding losses, the
initial misrepresentations.

T

he

Responsibility of Credit M an
The responsibility for detecting misrepresentations
rests upon the credit man to whom the application for
credit is referred. A reliable basis for judgment is
afforded when statements of financial condition and
profit and loss that have been verified by an accredited
accountant are submitted.
By reference to the authenticated statement of finan
cial condition or balance sheet, the credit man ascer
tains the amount and character of the applicant’s
assets and the extent and nature of his liabilities. He
determines the relation between the current assets and
the current liabilities; he notes the relation between
long-time and current liabilities and the relation of
each to the invested capital; he ascertains the net
condition, in a corporate statement, as to surplus or
deficit; he can readily determine ratios that he has
found to be helpful and compare such ratios with
ratios of successful concerns as determined by his own
observations and experience. He is thus afforded a
reasonable and reliable basis for judgment.
By reference to statements that disclose profit and
loss results, he may obtain information as to the
amount and character of income and the amount and
classes of expenditures, together with the net result as
to profit or loss. Ratios may profitably be employed
and excessive expenditures, betokening careless or
wasteful management, detected.
If he has available such statements for a considerable
period of time, he can determine the general trend of
the business. The trend of the business, as well as its
current condition, is of importance in view of the fact
that settlements for goods or money obtained on
credit w ill be made in the future at a time when the
financial condition will have changed. He thus sup
ports his knowledge of the state of the business by a
knowledge of its' trend.

Financial Facts Disclosed
If these statements and the transactions upon which
they are based have been verified by accredited ac
countants, reasonable assurance is provided
—that all liabilities, actual and contingent, are dis
closed;

—that all assets, including inventories, are stated and
that they are valued on a sound basis;
—that proper provision for depreciation, taxes, and the
like has been made;
—that no assets are included that are not owned and
controlled by the applicant;
—that the income has been properly stated;
—that all expenses and losses have been included;
—that the net result as to profit or loss is disclosed;
—that the results of management are disclosed;
—that all proper precautions have been taken to disclose
irregularities, omissions, or conditions that affect
the financial status of the applicant.
The accountant, in the work of audit and review,
has an opportunity for obtaining first-hand informa
tion by the inspection of documents and transactions
and the observation of personnel, plant, and opera
tions—an opportunity that does not come to the credit
man in the usual course of affairs. He may supple
ment the financial statements he prepares by a report
containing much detailed information. He is often
employed at the suggestion of the bank or business
organization from which the credit is sought, and
may be authorized to furnish it with special informa
tion or with a credit opinion. Much additional and
valuable information will thus come to the credit
man as the result of the personal and intensive work of
the accountant.
The accountant’s professional standing and liveli
hood depend upon his thoroughness and impartiality.
He has technical training and diversified experience.
Statements verified by him may differ essentially from
statements prepared by the interested person who pre
pares his own statements in order to make a showing
for credit purposes. On the accountant’s side there is
technical ability and impartiality—on the other side,
there may be an expression of a natural self-interest
and business enthusiasm. There can be no question as
to the wisdom of requiring the technical and impartial
authentication of the statements.
The cost of the work performed by the accountant is
usually, and quite properly, borne by the person or
concern that is to submit the statements for credit pur
poses. This cost is justified, not only by reason o f the
credit advantages obtained, but by reason of the pro
tection against fraud and other irregularities afforded
to the client by the audit.
Practical difficulties often stand in the way of the
credit man in obtaining authenticated statements of
this character. An old-fashioned objection to the
employment of accountants, and even to the submis
sion of statements of any kind, is still occasionally
found. Moreover, the majority of prospective cus
tomers are honest, and their business is desirable—
hence, good business practice requires that due respect
be paid to their views and sensibilities. The prejudice
against audits and the submission of statements, how
ever, is now rare among progressive business men.
The recent action of surety companies in giving, in the
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instance of stock brokerage houses, preferential rates
on indemnity policies to houses that nave audits made
by public accountants, and the common employment
of accountants in connection with income and excess
profits tax matters, have done much to establish the
work of the accountant as a necessary and desirable
incident of ordinary business procedure.

Authenticated Basis N ecessary
Courage and determination, nevertheless, must be
exercised by the credit man and the business organi
zation which he represents with respect to the sub
mission of authenticated statements. If the credit
criminal is to be thwarted, if the individual busi
ness organization is to obtain relief, if the sum-total
of losses is to be substantially reduced, detailed
and verified information must be placed before the
credit man, as a matter of routine, as a basis for his
judgment. No amount of intuition and general informa
tion will take the place, as an operating expedient, of specific
and authenticatedfinancial information. So long as goods
and money are made available on the applicant’s
own representations, heavy losses will ensue, no mat
ter how severe the penalties for misrepresentation
may be or how rigorously offenders are followed up
and punished.
Every energy, therefore, must be exerted to lay a
sound basis for the sequence of credit operations.
Credit men should require full and verified statements.
They should determine beyond question the profes
sional status of the person who certifies to the state
ments. They should have available information that
will enable them to distinguish between accredited
accountants and those who certify to financial state
ments without having conformed to accepted profes
sional requirements.
Means should be taken, by coordinating the work
of special committees of bankers, credit men, and ac
countants, to bring about the use of forms of state
ments that are especially adapted to credit purposes.
The work of the Federal Reserve Board and the Amer
ican Institute of Accountants in recommending certain
forms of statements for credit purposes is a concrete
example of the value of this kind of coöperation.
Agreements should be reached as to the bases of valua
tion of capital and current assets, including inven
tories. Legislation that will restrict the verification
and certification of statements for credit purposes to
accredited practitioners of accountancy should be en
couraged. All necessary steps should be taken to bring
about the use of ample and authenticated statements—
to provide a sound basis for the credit structure that is
so essential to progressive and successful business.
The executives of each business organization granting
credit should practice what they preach and furnish
their own stockholders, bankers, or others in interest,
authenticated statements of financial condition and
profit and loss results.
The innumerable transactions involving credit,
making in the aggregate the great credit structure of
this country, should rest on the solid basis of authen
ticated financial facts. At best, and without the
hazard of deliberate fraud, a considerable measure of
uncertainty must always exist with regard to credit
[ 5]

risks. While recognizing this fact, we must overlook
no procedure, in passing upon individual credits, that
will provide the facts essential to the exercise of sound
judgment.

Methods of Misrepresentation
There are many specific procedures used in misrepre
senting facts in order to obtain credit. Among the
most important, the following may be mentioned:
—misrepresentation as to the value of one or more asset
items;
—misrepresentation by which one or more of the classes
of liabilities are understated or omitted;
—misrepresentation as to net profits or as to sales, ex
penses, or other profit and loss elements;
—misrepresentation as to audit of accounts or certifi
cation of statements;
—fraudulent use of the name and credit of a reputable
individual or establishedfirm;
—development of a line of credit for the deliberate pur
pose of obtainingfurther creditforfraudulentpurposes.
A number of incidents and details illustrating vari
ous methods of misrepresentation will now be given.

Misrepresentation of Inventories
The item known generally as “ inventories,” of all
items appearing on the balance sheet, is the most dif
ficult of verification with respect to quantities and
valuation. It is inherently difficult, even with good
intent, to control stocks, to keep them sound and free
from obsolete, discarded, shop-worn, or unmarketable
or unusable items, to list the items with exactitude,
and to place upon each class of items a sound value.
These inherent difficulties have encouraged the credit
criminal to make use of this item for the purpose of
misrepresentation—to buildfraudulently into thisitem,
so vital to business solvency and to the payment of
current obligations, a fictitious value.
In the early days of accountancy practice, many
accountants, because of inherent difficulties of inven
tory statement and valuation and the reluctance of
clients to pay the fees necessary for inventory verifica
tion, made only general tests or checks of inventories.
These tests and checks were usually supplemented by
a written statement of the client with respect to the
extent and value of inventories. Even when a balance
sheet that includes such an inventory is qualified by
the statement of the accountant with respect to the
lack of complete independent verification, the credit
man has nothing more in hand than a warning to be
upon his guard.
This practice is rapidly changing. The crucial
character of this asset has been brought into strong
relief by its fraudulent manipulation by credit crimi
nals, by income and excess profits taxation, and by the
drastic price readjustments following the Great War.
Inventory verification is useful for many purposes
other than credit. Concerns giving credit should de
mand the independent verification of the inventories
of credit customers, and the efforts of practising ac
countants to obtain the opportunity to verify this
strategic current asset should be consistently supported
by credit men and bankers.

AMERICAN

I N S T I T U T E OF A C C O U N T A N T S

Statement by B anker
A most important and authoritative pronouncement
on this subject was made by Mr. Walter E. Sachs, of
the banking and investment house of Goldman, Sachs
& Company, in an address to the all-day-and-evening
conference of the New York State Society of Certified
Public Accountants, held on the 15th day of October,
last. Mr. Sachs outlined the experience of his bank
ing house in judging credits for more than half a
century. During this time he stated that his house
had been giving constant attention to the improve
ment of credit conditions. He spoke in part as fol
lows:
" I can think of no item in the balance sheet of a mer
chant or manufacturer, which lends itself more readily to
misrepresentation than that of inventory, and none where
such misrepresentation might more easily escape detection.
The verification of liabilities and the analysis of accounts
and notes receivable are simple matters for the accountant,
compared to even a reasonably certain assurance that mer
chandise, raw material, and goods in process have been
properly recorded as to quantities and conservatively
stated as to values.
"There would appear to be no more intricate question
than the determination of varying methods of valuation in
different types of goods. A universal rule of ‘cost or market,
whichever is lower,’ can hardly be adopted. There are oc
casions, in great inflationary periods, for instance, when
even such a standard is hazardous— when special inventory
reserves should be set up against the day o f rapid deflation.
The accountant must therefore display, it appears to me, in
regard to inventory certification, b e tter judgment than in
any other department of the audit. He must become some
thing of a merchant as well as an economist in considering
inventory valuations.
"This difficulty regarding the inventory item has been
recognized by bankers and accountants for years past.
Nevertheless, little progress, it appears to me, has been
made in a standardization of certificates as they refer specifi
cally to inventory. I think it would be quite possible to
select at random fifty balance sheets bearing the certificates
of different accounting firms, and find fifty totally divergent
methods of phraseology in regard to the inventory items.
"In this discussion I need hardly stress striking cases of
misrepresentation of inventory, such as the inclusion in the
item of accounts receivable, amounts owing a parent com
pany by subsidiaries, which are really to be included as part
of inventory. An outstanding case of this type was reflected
in the audit of a large manufacturing concern that markets
its goods through its own chain of agencies and retail
stores. These agencies and stores are owned by subsidiary
companies, the capital stock of which is owned, in turn, by
the parent company. The statement of the parent company
for years included in its accounts receivable item several mil
lion dollars of accounts receivable owing by the subsidi
aries, when in fact these accounts represented, to the extent
of at least 50 per cent., merchandise carried in the retail
stores. Naturally, the result was an entirely wrong picture
of the company’s inventory and relation of the same to
annual sales. And yet it was only after some effort on the
part of the banks giving credit to this company that the
company’s officials as well as its auditors were persuaded to
set up clearly the amount of ‘merchandise at company’s
agencies and stores.’ This was done in the parent company’s
consolidated balance sheet, thus disregarding the fiction set
up by the subsidiary companies.
"N o r need I mention so pure a fiction as that of a tanning
concern, which consigned hides to affiliated companies,
taking advances from the latter against the process of tan
ning, and listing as the amount of inventory in its own
statement the total of hides, less advances—that is to say,
the net amount of inventory only.
" I need also hardly refer to such gross misrepresentation
as recording fake sales, just prior to the time of taking in
ventory and making of statement; that is to say, padding
accounts receivable and depleting inventory, and reversing

the process immediately after statement date through socalled ‘returns.’
“ Such frauds and misrepresentations as those just indi
cated and others of a similar nature can usually be discov
ered, I believe, by an alert accountant, and particularly after
a working knowledge of a business has been acquired over
a reasonable period of time.
“ Hardly less objectionable in its tendency to misrepre
sent was the custom adopted in certain packing house audits
of stating the inventory item as ‘merchandise, including
consignments, less drafts drawn there against. ’ In one case
such consigned merchandise, had it been added to the total
inventory figure, as should have been done, would have in
creased the inventory almost 80 per cent., and would have
increased liabilities to the extent of many millions of dol
lars.”

Inventory verification, it will be agreed, is the weak
link in the chain of asset and liability verification.
Credit criminals will continue to manipulate this most
flexible of all asset items for fraudulent purposes as
long as credit is extended without the impartial and
detailed verification of the extent and value of this
asset. This inventory field, so long a no-man’s land
of uncertain areas and doubtful values, must be accu
rately surveyed and brought under control. Pressure
must be exerted by credit men, by all concerns grant
ing credit, and by practising accountants to induce
business concerns to incur the expense necessary for a
reasonable verification of this asset.
Credit men, bankers, and accountants should follow
the example of Mr. Sachs and, whenever practicable,
speak on this subject before meetings of societies and
conferences of their own respective professional socie
ties and of trade and business organizations. An
intensive light should be played upon this weak link
until measures are taken to make it as strong and
reliable as are all the other links in the chain of asset
and liability verification.

Examples of Losses Due to Unverified
Statements
A number of typical fraud cases are given below.
These instances of losses due to the extension of credit
on the basis of unverified statements could be furnished
in great number. The ones given indicate their gen
eral type. They all point to the fact that the most
direct and available way to cut down credit losses is
the enforcement of the rule that applicants for credit
must submit statements verified by accountants who
have audited the accounts upon which the statements
are based. Each of the examples given is of record in
the courts. The actual names have been deleted in
each case. The examples are as follows:
Example 1: John Doe, engaged in the tire busi
ness in Baltimore, with a branch in Washington,
for more than two years discounted his bills and
anticipated every trade acceptance. On July 1,
1920, he prepared a financial statement which was
not certified by an accountant and which showed
assets of $ 115 ,13 2 and liabilities of $32,500 and
a net worth of $82,632. The principal items
among his assets, as listed, were:
Merchandise........................................ $46,580
Accounts Receivable........................... 1 9,485
Land and Buildings............................ 39,000
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In November, 1 9 2 0 , he began to buy tires from
many manufacturers in much larger quantities
than ever before and in an amount exceeding
$ 1 2 0 ,0 0 0 . In January, 1 9 2 1 , he was not able to
meet his maturing obligations, and it was found
that he had but a small amount of stock on hand
in his stores. It developed that he had turned
over to a commercial credit company tires to the
value of $ 1 0 0 , 0 0 0 , on which it had loaned $ 6 0 , 0 0 0 , of which $ 5 0 , 0 0 0 was in cash and $ 1 0 , 0 0 0
was retained by the credit company to secure the
payment of the $ 1 0 , 0 0 0 fee for the use of the
money. Doe claimed that he lost the $ 5 0 , 0 0 0 in
cash playing the races.
During the ensuing bankruptcy proceedings,
the referee ordered the bankrupt to turn over to
the trustee$50,000 in cash and $26,000 in merchan
dise for which he had failed to account. Failing
to comply with this order, the bankrupt was com
mitted to jail for contempt of court and served
six months. Later he was indicted for using the
mails to defraud by transmitting a false financial
statement, pleaded guilty and was sentenced to
serve a term of one year and one day in the Federal
prison in Atlanta.
Example 2: A and B, who were in partnership
operating as the Blank Company, also as the X
Company, and also as A & B Brothers, prepared a
financial statement as of September 1 5 , 1 9 2 2 , not
certified to by an accountant, and sent it out to
concerns of which they were buying goods and
asking credit. This statment showed a net worth
of $ 3 5 , 0 0 0 and included among the assets mer
chandise to the extent of $ 2 7 , 5 0 0 , raw material to
the extent of $ 1 2 ,3 0 0 , and machinery and fixtures
to the extent of $ 1 0 , 0 0 0 .
On December 15, 1922 , the company sent
through the mails a financial statement to a
mercantile agency of Boston, showing a net worth
of $48,000. When the books of these bankrupts
were audited by a certified public accountant em
ployed by the trustee, it was discovered that on
September 15, 1 9 2 2 , instead of a net worth as
shown in the statement sent through the mails,
there was a deficit of $7,200. Among the papers
of the bankrupts was discovered a balance sheet,
prepared by a public accountant employed by A
and B, that showed a deficit of $4,200. Notwith
standing this audit, they mailed financial state
ments to concerns from whom new purchases
were made which did not agree with the audit.
Bankruptcy proceedings against this concern
resulted in the preparation of a schedule of assets
and liabilities, which on March 22, 1923 showed
a total deficit of $35,622. The discrepancies
between the books of the bankrupt and the
statements they had made for the purpose of ob
taining merchandise and lines of credit were made
the basis of a prosecution on charges of using the
mails to defraud and conspiracy to violate the
bankruptcy act. The A and B brothers, including
another brother who was an employee of the con
cern, pleaded guilty and were sentenced each to
pay a fine of $200, a sentence which the creditors

and those who had prosecuted the case regarded as
very lenient.
Example 3: Juggling accounts to make them
show a stronger current position for a business
than the facts justify, is one method resorted to
by commercial criminals who want to get more
credit than would be given them if the true facts
were known. This juggling can be done without
changing the figures indicating the net worth.
A case is cited of a clothing manufacturer who
personally prepared a statement showing his
capital, as the sole proprietor of a business, to be
$203,000.00. He later made an entry charging
accounts receivable with $50,000 and charging
accounts payable with $50,000, reducing his in
ventory by $100,000. He had a personal account
in an out-of-town bank. He owed the business,
according to his business books, $22,000.00, on
December 30th. On December 31st he deposited
checks drawn on the out-of-town bank for that
amount, clearing up his loan from the business.
On January 2nd he drew from the business checks
totaling $32,000.00 and deposited them in his per
sonal bank account. At the time he drew the
checks on his personal account he had but $1,000
credit there. In a sole proprietorship the drawing
account is a legitimate charge against capital ac
count, which should have been reduced by $22,
000.00. An accountant, checking a year’s trans
actions, would reveal the nature ana purpose of
these transactions. He would find the changed
status of current liabilities, and the inflated net
worth. The ratio between current assets and cur
rent liabilities, which credit grantors study, was
materially misstated in this case. When bank
ruptcy came, the creditors received about three
cents on the dollar. Discharge from bankruptcy
is being opposed in this case. Liabilities at the
time of failure were estimated at $450,000 and
assets at $100,000.

Misrepresentation by “ Duplicate N ame”
Scheme
The “ duplicate name” scheme is worked in many
instances of credit fraud. Under this scheme, the
person who desires to commit the fraud deliberately
takes the name of some well-established firm. He
operates from the same city, giving a different street
address, and places liberal orders of merchandise by
telegraph. When the orders are received, the manu
facturer or wholesaler ordinarily looks up the rating
of the firm, the rating is found to be satisfactory, and,
unless the fraud is detected, the goods are shipped to
the address given. The credit criminal is on hand to
receive the goods, which never reach the firm whose
credit rating was used, and which is transacting busi
ness at a different address.
The “ duplicate name” scheme must be worked
quickly. Usually the credit criminal places simulta
neous orders with different houses and obtains the goods
within a comparatively brief space of time. He spirits
the goods away and disappears before the bills, which
bring the fraud to light, are rendered to the highly
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rated concern. Protection can be obtained against
this type of credit fraud by the requirement that orders
be confirmed by mail before shipment.
In view of the common use of the duplicate name
scheme to defraud, the laws relating to assumed or
fictitious names are of importance to business men,
credit men, accountants, and others who are combat
ing the commission of credit frauds.
A Connecticut case (Sagel vs Fylar, 89 Conn., 290
297) sets forth clearly the reasons for the enactment of
legislation that requires the filing of a certificate set
ting forth the real names of persons transacting busi
ness under partnership or assumed names. The court
said:
"T he remedial purpose of the statute manifestly was that
the public should nave ready means of information as to the
personal or financial responsibility behind the assumed
name. It was for the protection of those who might deal
with or give credit to the fictitious entity. It absolutely
was not to provide means by which persons having received
a benefit from another should be enabled to retain it with
out compensation and to repudiate any agreement for com
pensation.”

These statutes are substantially the same in the
various states, although there are differences with
respect to the penalties imposed. The state law usual
ly requires that any person transacting business under
a fictitious name or a designation not showing the
names of the persons interested as partners in such
business, shall file in the office of the county clerk or
the town clerk, as the case may be, a certificate setting
forth the name under which the business is to be con
ducted and the true or real name or names of the per
sons conducting or transacting such business, with the
post office addresses of such persons. The statutes
usually are penal in their nature and provide fines or
imprisonment for violation. In some states, however,
no action upon contract can be maintained by an in
dividual or partnership who has failed to comply with
the statutes. In certain states failure to file the re
quired certificate can be remedied by the firm which
wishes to bring a court action by the filing of a certifi
cate prior to the bringing of the suit.
Losses due to the use of the “ duplicate name”
scheme, or any variation of it, can be avoided by mak
ing sure of the identity of the purchaser. Each organi
zation should make and enforce rules that make this
kind of credit loss altogether unlikely.

Misrepresentation Schemes in General
Misrepresentation by means of the “ fake reference”
scheme is a common expedient of the credit criminal.
As an incident to the establishment of a line of credit,
desk space or mail privileges may be obtained at little
cost in leading office buildings in New York and other
cities. When the prospective customer is asked for
references, he supplies the names of organizations,
giving addresses to conform to the desk or mail priv
ileges that have been secured. The credit criminal
is thus able to vouch for his own character and
responsibility. In one instance, a credit criminal was
arrested just as he had made the rounds of his ‘'offices”
and while he still had in his possession letters which
had been written to the addresses which he had given
as references.

The “ loan” scheme involves the bringing in of un
disclosed loans, presumably of a fictitious character.
Under this plan, the books of account or the bank
ruptcy schedules are made to show the receipt of loans
from individuals, the loans dating back possibly for
several years. The repayment of these loans in cash
later reduces assets unexpectedly and to such an extent
that a concern that was apparently solvent immediate
ly becomes bankrupt. These loans would usually not
appear in financial statements of recent date if such
statements were submitted.
The unsolicited order and its antecedents should
always be verified. Investigators of credit frauds
warn credit men to be on their guard against orders
received in this way. In these days of keen competi
tion the unsolicited order or even an inquiry for prices
from a hitherto unknown firm should immediately
put the credit man on his guard.
A scheme sometimes resorted to by credit criminals
is the purchase of a reputable going-concern. The
concern purchased must have a favorable credit stand
ing. The criminals then proceed to load up with
goods which are concealed or quickly converted into
cash, and the concern is wrecked. In the X Y Z case,
merchandise valued at more than $75,000 was obtained
in less than three weeks and after a receiver took
charge more than $300,000 worth of additional goods
were found to be in transit.

False Statement L aws
Penal statutes are available in many of the states for
the punishment of credit criminals who make use of
false financial statements for the purpose of obtaining
credit. These statutes are known generally as “ false
statement laws.” A violation of such a statute is
usually punishable by fine or imprisonment or both.
Under the law of each of several of the states, it is
necessary to prove, in order to secure a conviction
under the law, that property was obtained by reason
of the fraudulent statement. In New York, it is not
necessary to prove that property was obtained by
reason of the misrepresentation, inasmuch as a prima
facie case is made when it is proved that the statement
was materially false and that it was made for the pur
pose of securing credit. It is also necessary to snow
circumstances establishing the fact that the statement
was made with the intent that it was to be relied
upon. Such intent is usually proved by showing
that the statement was sent to a mercantile agency for
general circulation among customers or to an individ
ual or concern from which the maker of the state
ment was seeking credit.
The laws in some of the states provide that one
who makes a false financial statement for the purpose
of obtaining an extension of time in which to make
payment is guilty of violating the statute. The gen
eral rule is that prosecution must be had in the county
in which the crime was committed; and, inasmuch as
the crime is defined as the making of a statement, the
county in which the prosecution originates must be
the one in which the statement was made and signed,
regardless of where the statement was delivered.
The credit man and prosecutor must be prepared to
prove that the statement is false. By this is meant
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that the item or items in question must have been so
misrepresented that if the true facts were shown, an
ordinarily cautious business man would not have ex
tended credit on the strength of them. It must be
shown also that the statement was made for the pur
pose of procuring credit or for the extension of credit,
and that it was made with the intent that it should be
relied upon, which may be proved by the circum
stances under which it was delivered.

N ew York False Statement haw
The false statement law of New York, together with
comment, is reproduced from a former letter-bulletin,
as follows:
"‘The work of the Commercial Frauds Court, which was organ
ized recently in N ew York, bears an important relation to the
prevention and punishment of credit frauds. This court, to which
a special magistrate is assigned, devotes its attention exclusively to
the trial of cases involving false financial statements. The record of
convictions in this court to date has been ninety-nine per cent. In
many cases, pleas of guilty have been entered by defendants, who
have made no attempt to answer the charges, conclusive in their
nature, presented by merchants to whom false statements have
been submitted.
“ The proceedings in this court are brought under a section of the
penal code entitled ‘Obtaining Property or Credit by Use of False
Statements.’ The New York statute is as follows:
‘ 1923-b O BTAIN IN G PROPERTY OR CREDIT B Y USE
O F F A L S E ST A TEM EN T. Any person
‘ 1 . Who shall knowingly make or cause to be made, either
directly or indirectly, or through any agency whatsoever,
any false statement in writing, with intent that it shall be
relied upon, respecting the financial condition, or means or
ability to pay, of himself, or any other person, firm or cor
poration, in whom he is interested, or for whom he is act
ing, for the purpose of procuring in any form whatsoever,
either the delivery of personal property, the payment of
cash, the making of a loan or credit, the extension of a
credit, the discount of an account receivable, the execution,
making or delivery by any person, firm or corporation of
any bond or undertaking, or the making, acceptance, dis
count, sale or indorsement of a bill of exchange, or promis
sory note, for the benefit of either himself or of such person,
firm or corporation; or
‘2 . Who, knowing that a false statement in writing has
been made, respecting the financial condition or means or
ability to pay, of himself, or such person, firm or corpora
tion in which he is interested, or for whom he is acting,
procures, upon the faith thereof, for the benefit either of
himself, or of such person, firm or corporation, either or any
of the things of benefit mentioned in subdivision one of this
section; or
‘3. Who, knowing that a statement in writing has been
made, respecting the financial condition or means or ability
to pay of himself or such person, firm or corporation, in
which he is interested, or for whom he is acting, represents
on a later day, either orally or in writing, that such state
ment theretofore made, if then again made on said day,
would be then true, when in fact, said statement if then
made would be false, and procures upon the faith thereof,
for the benefit either of himself or of such person, firm or
corporation, either or any of the things of benefit mentioned
in subdivision one of this section,
‘Shall be guilty of misdemeanor and punishable by im
prisonment for not more than one year or by a fine of not
more than one thousand dollars, or both fine and imprison
ment.’
“ Under the foregoing statute, it is a misdemeanor to offer a false
statement for the purpose of obtaining credit, property, or money,
regardless of whether or not the effort is successful. If credit, prop
erty, or money is obtained, an additional charge of petty or grand
larceny, according to the amount obtained, may be lodged against
the person who makes the false statement.
“ For years many business men suffered losses of this character in
silence and regarded them as a necessary evil. The conditions have
now changed, and with the proper means at hand for punishing the

offenders, many cases have been prosecuted successfully. The
amounts involved in many of the cases are small, and the small losses
under the former procedure probably prevented the prosecution of
many cases.”

The results obtained in New York under the false
statement law and the special court are decidedly en
couraging. The comparative ease of prosecution and
certainty of conviction are especially efficacious in
preventing the most common form of misrepresenta
tion—that which is made by means of erroneous
statements. Business men, credit men, and account
ants will do well to encourage, in states in which less
satisfactory laws are in operation, legislation and
prosecution similar to that now existing in New York.

Restriction of Statement Certification
Attention is called to the fact that a law was recently
passed in Maryland restricting the public practice of
accountancy to certified public accountants, and to
other accountants who were in public practice at the
time of the passage of the act, and limiting the right
thereafter to engage in the public practice of account
ancy to men and women who qualify under the laws
providing for the issuance of the certificate of certified
public accountant.
A bill was recently introduced in the New York legis
lature, providing for the issuance of the certificate of
certified public accountant to all accountants in public
practice, subject to certain experience and other re
quirements, and restricting the certification of state
ments for credit and publication purposes to account
ants thus accredited under the state law and amenable
to its provisions. The restriction of the certification
of statements for credit purposes to certified public
accountants is advocated, not only by accountants,
but by the State Education Department of New York,
by many of the largest banks and business organiza
tions and by many credit men.
The need for restrictive legislation is largely due to
the fact that business organizations and credit men
who pass upon credit applications have difficulty in
distinguishing the certificate of the accredited prac
titioner of accountancy, recognized by the jurisdiction
in which he practices, from the practitioner who is not
thus qualified. Pending the enactment of restrictive
legislation, which is likely to take place within a
short time in the majority of the states, care should be
taken to scrutinize certifications, in order to ascertain
that the work has been performed by an accredited
accountant who conforms to professional ethics and
standards.
The remedy made available by the false statement
laws has to be resorted to chiefly when the certification
of the accredited accountant is not obtained. Seldom
indeed is there need for invoking the aid of the law
for the punishment of the maker of a false statement
when audited and certified statements have been re
quired. Pending the universal requirement for such
statements, this law is beneficial and highly desirable.

Requirement for Annual Reports of
Corporations
The corporation laws of many of the states require
that each corporation shall file an annual report at a
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prescribed time, in which, among other things, the
corporation must give a statement disclosing its finan
cial condition—that is, a statement of its assets,
liabilities, capital, and surplus or deficit. The law
usually applies to all corporations, both foreign and
domestic, transacting business within the state.
In certain states the financial reports are open only
to the inspection of the stockholders of the corpora
tions. In other states the reports are required to be
published in local newspapers. There are varying
provisions as to the office in which the report must be
filed, although in a number of states the report is filed
with the secretary of state or the county clerk or
recorder.
Information of value may often be obtained by
reference to these reports, particularly by the compari
son of financial statements covering a number of years.
This information is useful in the absence of statements
submitted in the ordinary course of business, or may
be used to check and corroborate such submitted
statements. As a general rule, the information is too
condensed to be of full value, and this source of infor
mation must be looked upon as incidental.
Attention is called to the fact, however, that this
procedure, if properly developed, would afford better
protection for credit-giving organizations. It would
be a simple matter to bring about two great improve
ments with respect to the procedure—improvements
that business men, credit men, and accountants every
where should advocate. The improvements are:
First, the adoption, for filing purposes, of an ade
quate form of balance sheet, such as that recommended
by the Federal Reserve Board and the American Insti
tute of Accountants—a form of balance sheet that has
received recognition in every part of the country.
Second, a requirement that the accounts of each cor
poration thus filing the statement shall be audited and
the statement of financial condition certified as correct
by a certified public accountant.
There certainly can be no objection to the improve
ment of the form of the statement, and to a reasonable
elaboration of it to conform to the statements now
used for credit purposes. Inasmuch as there is little
point to the rendition of such a statement unless it can
be accepted as an authentic statement of facts, the re
quirement that each statement shall be audited and
certified is a reasonable one. Precedent for this action
is found in the English Companies’ Act, which pro
vides that each corporation shall employ an auditor,
who shall audit the accounts of the company and cer
tify to its statements. In England it is not required
that the auditor shall be a chartered accountant or an
incorporated accountant—the two classes of accredited
practitioners in England—but it is the custom to em
ploy such accredited accountants for the purpose of
making the audits. It is strange indeed that a prac
tice, which is so obviously desirable, and which has
been in effect in England for a generation or more,
should not be required by law in this country.
Herein is found one of the ways for tightening up
the loose procedures which afford to the credit crimi
nal the opportunity for his collection of $160,000,000
or more each year from the American public.
[10
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Fraudulent Use of M a ils
An effective check is placed on credit frauds by the
federal statute that makes it a crime to use the mails
for the purpose of fraud. In order to obtain a con
viction, the prosecution must prove that one or
more persons conceived and devised a plan to defraud
and that, in promoting the scheme, use was made of
the United States mails. The transmission of a false
financial statement in the furtherance of the fraudulent
scheme is a violation of the act, although any corre
spondence or document bearing on the alleged scheme,
even though it is not a financial statement, affords a
ground for conviction.
Evidence must be submitted that the statement or
document was actually transmitted through the mails.
Therefore, it is necessary that the letter or financial
statement, together with the envelope in which it was
transmitted, be retained and that someone be pre
pared to testify as to the receipt of the letter or docu
ment in question. The mere mailing of such material
in furtherance of a fraud, quite apart from its actual
receipt, constitutes a crime, but mailing is often diffi
cult to prove.
In order to make the act of transmission through
the mails a matter of undoubted fact for the purpose of
evidence, an envelope form of financial statement is
often used. The form is sent out to be filled in by the
person seeking credit, and the statement folds inside
a flap which forms the envelope. The document,
when received, bears on the envelope evidence of its
mailing and, therefore, is especially adapted for evi
dence purposes in case fraudulent misrepresentations
have been made.
It is not necessary that all the men involved in a
mail-fraud case actually sign letters or other docu
ments transmitted through the mails. It need only be
shown that they took part in concocting the scheme
to defraud, in the carrying out of which the mails were
later used by any one of the conspirators. Even the
sending out of a letter of inquiry for price lists has been
used as ground for prosecution for violation of the
federal act.
It is often easier to prove the use of the mails to de
fraud than it is to prosecute under a state statute. An
additional advantage, under the federal law, is that
the prosecution may be had either in the district in
which the statement was mailed or in the district in
which the statement was received.
The procedure known as a “ fraud order” is some
times resorted to by the federal authorities in order
to put a stop to the illegal use of the mails in promot
ing questionable undertakings. This procedure is an
effective arm of the post office department and may be
called into action quickly.

Successful M a il Fraud P rosecution
One of the big cases of commercial fraud based on
credit misrepresentation cleaned up in recent years was
that of the seven X brothers and their ten accomplices.
This case was brought to a successful termination by
the Prosecution Bureau of the New York Credit Men’s
Association, which was commended for its activities
by the court. Seventeen of the gang pleaded guilty to
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indictments charging them with conspiracy to use the
mails in a scheme to defraud. The majority of them
were sentenced to terms in various federal prisons. In
this case, merchandise valued in excess of $350,000
had been procured from reputable merchants on false
and fraudulent representations before the scheme was
discovered. The facts were as follows:
Example ofM ail Fraud: One Z had made a finan
cial statement showing a net worth of about $20,
000 upon which he had made his purchases on
credit. When Z was examined in bankruptcy
and asked to explain what had become o f his
assets, he said that he had sold most of the goods
for cash to another company in New York City
and that he had sustained a loss of $8,000 in bet
ting upon Hughes in the presidential election.
He produced a written paper setting forth the
terms of the bet, which was witnessed by two
men. Z was indicted and arrested, as was also
his bookkeeper who was charged with conspiracy
with Z to conceal assets.
A series of failures of other concerns followed
within a year. The liabilities in each case ranged
from $10,000 to $25,000 with very small assets.
Accounts receivable were all supposed to be due
from Syrian peddlers, none of whom could be
located. In each case financial statements had
been prepared and issued and credit obtained
thereon. The references were inter-locking. Two
of the bankrupts who remained to face their
creditors told stories which indicated that a gang
was systematically working to defraud merchants
and that the Z and other failures were all planned
by the same individuals.
Torn scraps of paper bearing Syrian writing
were about all the investigators could find as evi
dence. These were carefully collected in each case,
and, after weeks of effort, were pasted together
and letters and papers were reconstructed and the
facts thus obtained confirmed the impression that
these failures were all part of an organized plan.
From them it was learned that there was a “ suck
er’’ list of houses from which to seek credit. The
handwriting in a number of instances was the
same, indicating that one or more persons were
using different names.
The assistance of a post office inspector was se
cured and more than a year was spent in running
down clues and in laying the foundation for indict
ments. The investigation disclosed that the
seven brothers were using such persons as they
could get to act as their dummies, giving them
financial backing.
The first successful lead was obtained in the
case of a man named Y , who had done business in
his own name on Broadway. An indictment was

obtained against him, and he was arrested in
Maine and at once confessed, implicating the X
brothers. Other arrests were made, some of them
as far away as California. Raid after raid was
made on various suspected concerns. In all,
twenty-eight indictments were returned, two of
which were against the same men but under dif
ferent names. Twenty-four of the defendants
were arrested. Preparation for trial required sev
eral months, as it was necessary to employ both
English and Syrian handwriting experts, and, as
no Syrian expert could be found, it was necessary
to train one in order for him to qualify as a wit
ness. In all, nearly three years were required to
break up this dangerous gang of commercial crim
inals.

Bad Check Law
The fraudulent negotiation of checks not covered by
deposits is not strictly a credit fraud. However,
money or its equivalent is turned over by reason of a
representation, and the effect is much the same as
when goods are bought on time. The loss, if one oc
curs, is in fact more immediate and directly incurred.
Laws have been enacted, commonly known as “ bad
check’’ laws, that are intended to discourage, by
severe penalties, fraud of this kind. Under the typical
bad-check law, anyone who issues a check, or the
holder of a check who negotiates it, with the knowl
edge that there are insufficient funds or credit for its
payment, is subject to the penalties of the law. The
statutes commonly provide that, in order to bring a
person within the provisions of the law, it is neces
sary to prove that a check was made and that payment
was refused by the banking institution upon which
the check was drawn because of lack of funds or credit.
This proof establishes a prima facie case of an attempt
to defraud and of knowledge of insufficient funds or
credit with the bank.
Many of the laws provide that the maker is given a
specified period of time, usually ten days, after receiv
ing notice that the check has been dishonored, within
which to make good the amount of the check before
the presumption of fraudulent intent attaches. The
general provisions of the laws and the penalties vary
to a considerable extent.
So far as the advancement of money or goods upon
the basis of checks is concerned, safety lies in with
holding the advance or shipment until the checks have
been certified or until evidence is received of collection.
Considerable losses are everywhere sustained because
of the lack of enforcement of this simple rule with re
gard to the acceptance of checks. When checks re
ceived upon open account are dishonored, noadditional
loss is sustained unless further credit has been ex
tended by reason of the receipt of the check.
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DIVERSION OF MONEY AND PROPERTY
Second Stage in the Ordinary Development of Credit Frauds
as heretofore shown, is com
monly the first stage in the vicious progression
by means of which money and goods are wrong
fully obtained in credit frauds. The second stage is
found in the various procedures and devices used for
the diversion of assets. The third and culminating
stage is bankruptcy—a stage in which defrauded
creditors salvage, as best they can, assets from the
business wreck. This section of the letter-bulletin
deals particularly with the fraudulent diversion of
money and property.
First in order of consideration are the remedies that
may be invoked in the early part of the period that
ensues after the credit is actually given. Oftentimes,
the organization granting the credit will obtain early
information, sometimes even before the goods are de
livered by the common carrier, of the probable insol
vency or the fraudulent misrepresentations of the
debtor. In such instances, prompt action should be
taken.
In making use of these remedies, the prime considera
tion relates to the title of the goods—has the title
passed from the seller to the buyer, or does it remain in
the seller? The matter of rights with respect to title
is so important that the essential provisions of the
laws that commonly prevail will be given. Care
should be taken, however, to consult the statutes and
decisions of the local jurisdiction before taking action.
The provisions herein given indicate, in a general way,
the provisions of law usually in effect.
is r e p r e s e n ta tio n ,

M

Remedies Under Uniform Sales A ct

him to the same rights in the goods as he had before
parting with their possession.
The goods are deemed to be in transit from the time
when they are delivered to a carrier or other bailee for
transmission to the buyer, until the time of the deliv
ery to the buyer or his agent. Goods are no longer in
transit if the buyer or his agent obtains delivery before
their arrival at the point of destination, or if the car
rier or other bailee wrongfully refuses to deliver the
goods to the buyer or his agent.
The right to stop goods in transit may be exercised
by an unpaid seller either by obtaining actual posses
sion of the goods or by giving notice of his claim to the
carrier or other bailee in possession of the same. When
notice of the stoppage has been given properly and
under circumstances that will enable the carrier, by
exercise of reasonable diligence, to prevent a delivery
to the buyer, the carrier and other bailee in possession
of the goods must redeliver to the seller and render
them subject to his direction.
The unpaid seller who has stopped the goods in
transit may resell the goods if they are of a perishable
nature, or if the right of resale has been reserved upon
default of the buyer or if default in the payment or the
purchase price has existed for an unreasonable length
of time.
The right of rescission may be exercised by the un
paid seller who has the right of lien or who has stop
ped the goods in transit ( 1) if the right of rescission
has been expressly reserved to the seller upon default
of the buyer; or (2) if the buyer has been in default in
the payment of the purchase price for an unreasonable
time. Upon such rescission, the seller resumes title
and property in the goods, and is not thereafter liable
to the buyer upon the contract to sell, but may recover
from the buyer such damages as he has sustained by
the buyer’s breach.
Title or property in the goods is not deemed to pass
back to the seller until his intention to resume the
same has been evidenced by some overt act, as by
notifying the buyer of such intention. While notice
itself is not absolutely required by the act, it should
always be given.
In the instance that title and property in the goods
have not passed to the buyer, an unpaid seller has in
addition to the above remedies the right to withhold
delivery of the goods similar to, and co-extensive with,
the right of lien or stoppage in transit in case title and
property to the goods has passed to the buyer.

In many of the states there is a statute, known as the
“ uniform sales act,” in which many of the matters
with relation to the passing of the title to personal
property are definitely covered. The act, in its usual
form, states that the intent of the parties shall be the
determining factor as to whether or not title has
passed. Rules are set forth at length which are to be
observed in determining intent when the intent of the
parties does not plainly appear by the terms of their
own contracts. Familiarity with the rules of the sales
act is of importance to anyone buying and selling
merchandise.
Under the provisions of the uniform sales act and
by common law, the seller of goods can rescind the
contract before the shipment of the goods, and, even
after the goods are in the hands of the common car
rier, can stop them in transit. To effect this stoppage
in transit, notice must be given immediately to the
Remedies if Goods A re on Consignment
agent of the transportation company. The sales act
sets forth in detail the rules governing this right of When goods arc shipped on consignment, the title in
stoppage in transit and the procedure that should be them remains in the consignor. In case of the bank
ruptcy of the consignee, the consignor can reclaim his
followed.
The right to stop goods in transit when the buyer is goods if he can identify them, but this is often diffi
or becomes insolvent, permits the seller to resume pos cult. In such a case, it is often better to file or record
session of the goods at any time while they are in the contract as though it were a contract of conditional
transit, and such resumption of possession entitles sale.
[ 12 ]
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Consignment contracts as a rule contain a clause
providing that the proceeds of sale of the consigned
goods shall belong to the consignor. In case of bank
ruptcy, however, it is very seldom that the consignor
can reclaim the proceeds of sale of his goods for the
reason that it is usually impracticable to identify
money. The consignor, therefore, must come in with
the general creditors unless the consignee keeps a
special bank account in which he puts only the pro
ceeds of sale of the consignor’s goods, in which case,
of course, the consignor can claim all of the moneys in
the special account.
If the consignee mixes the consignor’s money with
his own or fails to account for it after it has been re
ceived, he is guilty of embezzlement, and the consignor
may prosecute him criminally.
The courts in determining whether a party is en
titled to recover goods in the possession of a bank
rupt upon the condition that the title remains in the
consignor have used the following test: Is the trans
action whereby the bankrupt becomes possessed of
the property a sale or a bailment? This question enters
into the determination of nearly every case. If the
property is consigned to be sold under terms and at
prices fixed by the consignor the contract is not one of
sale but is a bailment and the consignor may reclaim.
Identity is the sine qua non of the right to regain pos
session.
In making consignment contracts in which the title
is to remain in the consignor, it is advantageous that
such contract be filed in accordance with the condi
tional sales laws of the state where the property is
located if such state requires the filing of conditional
sales contracts.
While the consignment of merchandise under the
above arrangement is not a sale, the physical result is
closely analogous to that created by conditional sale
in that the consignee is in full possession and control
of property belonging to another whose ownership is
concealed or at least not revealed; and the air of pros
perity created by the presence of full stocks of mer
chandise in the warerooms of the consignee may lead
others to extend credit to him that is not justified by
the actual facts. This is a point that accountants must
take into consideration in making their investigations,
especially in view of the fact that credit criminals fre
quently set up several companies which exchange
goods with the intent of establishing a line of credit
for the particular concern that may happen at the time
to be in possession of the merchandise.

Precautions in Communications
Great care should be taken in framing telegrams de
manding payment of an account, or even in threaten
ing suit to avoid bankruptcy or criminal prosecution
in case the account is not paid. In some states such
threats constitute the crime of extortion or attempts
at extortion and are libelous in themselves.
Caution should be exercised not to volunteer state
ments in exchanging credit information with another
house. Such information should be sent only on re
quest to persons who have a bona fide interest in the
subject-matter of the report. If this course is followed,

even though an honest error be made, the defense of
rivilege can in most cases be raised if an action for
ilbel results.
An English judge on this point said, “ If a person
who is thinking of dealing with another in any matter
of business asks a question about his character of some
one who has means of knowledge, it is for the inter
ests of society that the question should be answered;
and, if answered in good faith and without malice,
the answer is a privileged communication.”
False or erroneous charges made maliciously or
without an honest belief in their truth, are never priv
ileged and subject the maker to liability for damages.
Care should be taken to write no ill report of a
neighbor, customer, or trader which the writer does
not know to be true, and which, in case of need, he can
not prove to be true. There may be a substantial dif
ference between what one believes to be true and that
which one can prove to be true. A true statement, no
matter how defamatory, can never be the basis for
a successful action for civil libel.

p

Remedies Under B ulk-Sales Laws
The bulk-sales law, effective in many states, is de
signed to prevent the sales of stocks of goods in bulk
and out of the ordinary course of business, without
notice to the creditors of the seller. The provisions
of this law may often be invoked in the prosecution of
credit criminals. The obvious object of the law is to
prevent the fraudulent sale of goods in bulk for the
purpose of defeating creditors’ rights. The bulk-sales
laws follow four general forms but they vary to such
an extent that no attempt will be made to state their
provisions.
The bulk-sales laws have been held constitutional
in many decisions, not only by the state courts, but by
the United States Supreme Court.
The usual interpretation given the term creditors is
all creditors, both merchandise and otherwise, whether
judgment creditors or not, and without regard to
the origin of the indebtedness, but they must be per
sons who were creditors of the seller at the time of the
sale.

Example of Successful Prosecution
The extraordinary efforts required to prosecute suc
cessfully those who secure credit fraudulently and
later decamp with the available assets, either money
or goods, are shown in the report on a million-dollar
swindle which the Investigation and Prosecution De
artment of the National Association of Credit Men
p
rboke up twelve years ago. The facts were as follows:
The trail was picked up by the investigator in
St. Louis, which was the scene of one of the coups
of this particular gang. What appeared to be a
flourishing establishment had been abandoned
over night by the proprietors. An investigation
showed that all the assets had disappeared with
them.
From the many creditors of the defunct concern
the investigator was able to obtain scores of let
ters which had been written by that concern. He
noted that the initials of the stenographers who
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wrote the letters indicated that many stenograph
ers had worked on the letters. He separated them
according to the initials and soon discovered that
each stenographer appeared to have worked about
one week.
From typewriter and employment agencies and
secretarial schools in St. Louis, he soon learned
the names of stenographers who had been sent to
this concern about the dates indicated in their
letters. Fifteen of the stenographers who had
worked for the concern were found and inter
viewed. From them accurate descriptions of the
members of the firm were obtained, together with
additional information. Several of the stenog
raphers told of mailing registered letters one day
a week from a certain post office station. Through

the post office officials, the address to which these
letters were mailed was learned. The members of
the firm were traced to Baltimore and arrested
several weeks later, after they had established
another flourishing business and had set up a new
line of credit under different names.
The trail led to a wholesale house in Philadel
phia, to which it was learned the merchandise
obtained by the fraudulent concern was sent. This
Philadelphia wholesale house also bought from
the concerns which shipped goods to the fraudu
lent firm, so that it was difficult to determine
what part of its stock had been legitimately
obtained and what part had been sent by the credit
criminals. Convictions were obtained in these
cases.

General Facts and Suggestions
The following facts and suggestions have been noted
from wide experience and observation. Each para
graph tells a story and points a moral to the business
man.
Definition of fraud. The term “ fraud” was defined
by the late Justice Kane, of the Supreme Court of
Oklahoma, as follows:
"Fraud is a generic term, which embraces all the multi
farious means which human ingenuity can devise, and are
resorted to by one individual to get an advantage over an
other by false suggestions or by the suppression of the
truth. No definite and invariable rule can be laid down as
a general proposition defining fraud, as it includes all sur
prise, trick, cunning, dissembling, and any unfair way by
which another is cheated.”

Overworking the merchandise. Cases are on record in
which one lot of merchandise has been used to estab
lish from twenty to twenty-five concerns. This mer
chandise would be shipped to a store, used for inven
tory purposes and to obtain credit, after which it
would be moved to another location and the same
routine gone through.
Laws are not self-enforcing. Laws enacted for protec
tion against credit criminals do not enforce themselves.
It requires initiative and driving force on the part of
some individual or group of individuals to bring them
to bear on those persons who are suspected of having
violated them. As one investigator describes it, “ The
laws are not bad but must be enforced, and officials
must be assisted in enforcing them.”
Card-indexing the crooks. Investigators who have
spent many years in their efforts to break up the activ
ities of business criminals now have quite extensive
catalogs of these men, which prove valuable when new
frauds are brought to the surface. Crooks trap them
selves by certain characteristics which are entered on
their cards in this catalog. One man was sent to jail
because he could not spell barrels correctly, using one
“ r” and two “ l ’s.” Another thought it was always

necessary to put a fake cable code address on his letter
heads. When mail bearing these fake cable addresses
came into the hands of the investigators, they knew
immediately that a certain individual was at work on
another scheme.
Accountant's Efficient Service as Receiver. Announce
ment that an additional dividend to creditors of 23
per cent., making a total of 53 per cent., would be paid
in the case of a New York retailer of women’s apparel,
may be cited here as showing the efficient service that
an accountant may give as a receiver.
The accountant, a certified public accountant and
a member of the American Institute of Accountants,
took charge of the estate Oct. 3, 1923. It was origi
nally felt that if the estate paid 20 per cent. to creditors
they would be fortunate, but the receiver was able to
make successful adjustments of 32 disputed claims
aggregating more than $73,000, which were reduced
to less than $32,000, which made it possible to pay the
larger dividend. All accounts receivable were col
lected except two small ones aggregating $150.
The disputed claims of $73,000 were contested by
the receiver for the most part on the ground that the
creditors who had supplied merchandise to the bank
rupt concern were also subscribers to its capital stock,
and had agreed to pay for such stock by crediting mer
chandise purchases.
Despite such agreements, the receiver pointed out
that such creditors filed claims for the full amount,
and while the agreements for the subscription of stock
were not in writing, their existence was proved by
other evidence, and proper offsets urged by him to the
court. The stock subscription records of the bank
rupt business were finally located in various packages
and in a most confused state, according to the receiver,
and as a result of their discovery sufficient data was
obtained to enable the securing of a reduction of the
disputed claims by $42,000.
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PROCEEDINGS IN BANKRUPTCY
Third Stage in Progression of Credit Frauds—Salvaging Operations
is a common outcome of credit frauds
—the inevitable insolvency and wreck that arises
from the fraudulent diversion or misappropria
tion of assets. There are, of course, other causes of
bankruptcy — mismanagement, legitimate business
losses, insufficient capital, and the like. In such cases,
there may be hope for a worth-while salvaging of
assets, or even for a rehabilitation of the business and
the full protection of creditors. When, however,
assets are fraudulently diverted and the business is
attacked from within, the opportunity for recovery is
likely to be limited.
Bankruptcy often, however, discloses facts of value
in the prosecution of credit criminals, and such oppor
tunity as may exist for the recovery of assets must be
safeguarded. Hence, a consideration of certain fea
tures incident to bankruptcy is in order, although no
attempt will be made to treat the subject of bank
ruptcy fully. A knowledge of the law, and the ordi
nary incidents of its operation, will be assumed.

B

a n k ru p tcy

Administration of the B ankrupt Estate
When an act of bankruptcy has been committed, the
court, upon proper representations, appoints a receiver,
who protects and conserves, for the time being, the
assets. The creditors then elect a trustee, who, under
the direction of the court or the referee in bankruptcy
(a regular officer of the court), proceeds with the
determination of liabilities, the realization of the
assets, the payment of all necessary costs and expenses,
and the pro rata distribution of any remaining assets
to creditors in the order of the priority of claims.
The credit men representing business organizations
and banks commonly seek the appointment of a busi
ness man or a certified public accountant as receiver
and trustee. Oftentimes, a receiver who is without
business experience is appointed, and this receiver is
shortly afterward succeeded by a trustee elected by the
creditors. In some instances, the court may be pre
vailed upon to appoint the accountant or the business
man in the first instance as receiver if the wishes of the
creditors, and their intention to elect a trustee with
business experience, are made clear. The practice of
appointing an accountant is growing and will un
doubtedly lead to an improvement in the administra
tion of bankrupt estates.
The administration of bankrupt estates in Great
Britain has been exceptionally efficient and satisfac
tory. Under British practice, an official receiver of the
government acts as trustee and receiver unless the
creditors vote for a public accountant or other non
official to act as trustee and receiver on behalf of the
creditors. The extent to which accountants are ap
pointed in this capacity is indicated by the results of
the year 1921. There were 1008 bankruptcy cases in
which the assets amounted to $500 or more. In 852
cases (84.5 per cent.) public accountants were ap

pointed to act as trustees and receivers, while in 156
cases the official receiver thus acted. There were, in
addition to these 1008 bankruptcies, 2413 cases in
which the assets were below $500 and in which the
government official acted as trustee and receiver. It
will thus be seen that in the important bankruptcies,
approximately 85 out of 100 cases are administered by
rpactising accountants. Under the British practice,
ededs of arrangement are registered for compositions
with creditors, and practising accountants were
appointed in 1368 cases of this nature. These fig
ures give evidence of the common practice of en
trusting the administration of bankrupt estates to
accountants.
The record for the year 1922 is similar. The total
number of cases in which non-official trustees (ac
countants) acted was 966, and the total number of
cases in which the official receiver acted as trustee in
default of the appointment of a non-official trustee,
was 158. The accountants, therefore, administered
approximately 86 cases out of 100. The official re
ceiver, of course, acted as trustee in addition in the
large number of cases in which the assets were of
trifling amount.
W. J . Greenwood, member of the American Insti
tute of Accountants, in writing on this subject for the
Journal of Accountancy, which is published by the
Institute, stated that in England creditors prefer to
deal with insolvencies by private arrangements with
debtors, rather than through bankruptcy proceedings.
By dealing with insolvencies by private arrangements
the business may often be saved and the concern nursed
back to success, but if a bankruptcy proceeding is
instituted, business is usually discontinued, and the
creditors lose the customer’s trade and also lose
heavily through a forced sale of assets.
Mr. Greenwood states that in about 85 per cent. of
British insolvencies the creditors keep the estates out
of the bankruptcy court and appoint public account
ants to take charge of the property of the insolvents
and to act as trustees for the creditors. The account
ant prepares a statement of assets and liabilities for
the first meeting of the creditors. This differs from
the American practice in bankruptcy in that the debtor
himself, usually with the aid of an attorney, prepares
the list of creditors and of assets. The advantages to
be derived from the employment of accountants are
therefore found largely in their employment in ar
rangements with creditors—a procedure which often
results in the full protection of creditors and a con
tinuance of the business.
Mr. Greenwood gives further specific details with
respect to the reasons for employment of accountants
as follows:
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“ British creditors prefer to appoint accountants as trus
tees because, in their opinion, an accountant’s training and
experience give him a better knowledge of business condi
tions and make him more capable of supervising or manag-
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ing the business of an insolvent concern. He is also con
sidered to be better fitted to discover the reasons for the
insolvency, and more capable of applying remedies to bring
the business into successful operation again. Generally,
the accountant has had considerable experience in auditing
the accounts of concerns in the same trade as the insolvent
debtor, and he is thus better able to act in concert with the
creditors in avoiding loss. If there is reason to suspect that
the debtor has been dishonest, has concealed funds or assets
or has put forward bogus creditors’ claims, the accountant’s
training in investigation work makes him especially com
petent to detect such practices.
“ As regards the cost of employing public accountants as
trustees, it is found that their charges are generally much
less than bankruptcy fees and expenses, while the yield
from insolvencies under their control is much greater. There
are no fixed fees for trustees in private arrangements; the
remuneration of a trustee is usually arranged with the com
mittee of inspection, if one has been appointed,or the trustee
renders a bill for the work done with a reduced rate for small
insolvencies. Disputes as to the amounts charged are rare,
because, in order to obtain further work of this kind, the
accountant must make his fees acceptable to the creditors
who appointed him as a trustee. It is to the interest of the
accountant to serve the creditors well, by obtaining good
dividends and by saving the business, if possible, for the
sake of his client’s future trade with the debtor.”

appointment as receivers. Many accountants, in fact,
have been reluctant to accept such appointments,
even when urged to do so. One accountant who has
acted in many important bankruptcies and receiver
ships, finds it impracticable to meet all of the demands
that are made upon him for this service.
These facts are given for the purpose of urging upon
accountants the desirability and even the duty of ser
vice of this sort on behalf of the business public. If
public accountants, particularly those who have, by
reason of age and experience, achieved prominence in
the profession, respond to this call for their services, a
great step forward will be made in the elimination of
losses due to bankruptcy, and in the course of time the
profession of accountancy as well as the business pub
lic will profit by this signal public service.

Amendment of Bankruptcy Law and
Procedure

The entire subject of bankruptcy law and procedure is
now before a subcommittee of the Judiciary Commit
The foregoing facts are startling to anyone familiar tee of the House of Representatives. Testimony was
with conditions in this country. Insolvency usually given in the spring of 1924, and additional hearings
brings about bankruptcy, and in the great majority of were held in January, 1925. Representatives of the
instances, the return to creditors is a trifling percentage. National Association of Credit Men and of the Com
The administration of the law has been under criti mercial Law League of America have been heard.
cism for years, the principal complaint being that
One of the requests made by the representatives of
many businesses that could be saved are sacrificed, and the New York Association of Credit Men at a hearing
that too little is realized and made available in bank in January was that the preference period be extended
ruptcy for the settlement of debts. Estates are whit from four months, the present time, to twelve months.
tled down by large fees and unsatisfactory appraisals, The contention is made that in a period of four months
by forced sales of stocks at figures far below actual it frequently is impossible to discover whether any
values, and by incompetent handling of the business creditor has been given preference.
affairs of the bankrupt.
The same association advocates extending the time
The demonstrated soundness of the British practice for proving concealment of assets to three years. The
has paved the way for the demand in this country on present limit is one year, although it is possible to
the part of creditors for the appointment of account prosecute for concealment of assets within a limit of
ants or business men as receivers and trustees. It is be three years.
coming more and more common for creditors to elect
A request has been also made for a broadening of the
an accountant, oftentimes the accountant who is provisions regarding embezzlements of assets. Under
familiar with the affairs and the accounts of the bank the present law, only the trustee is specifically men
rupt, for this important work. This practice should tioned as subject to prosecution. It is contended that
be encouraged in every practicable way.
all persons connected with a bankrupt estate, includ
Careful studies of the administration of bankruptcy ing the receiver and custodian, as well as the trustee,
laws and of possible means of improving these admin should be made subject to the same penal provisions.
istrations have been made by several organizations in The hearing dealt at length with possibilities of em
the past two years. Among these may be mentioned bezzlement by relatives and friends of the bankrupts
the National Association of Credit Men and the and of concealment of assets.
A limitation on involuntary bankrupt petitions is
Merchants’ Association of New York, both of which
have prepared detailed reports recommending changes desired by credit men. Voluntary bankrupt petitions
in the bankruptcy law and in the methods of adminis may not be filed more frequently than once in six
tering it. The report of the Merchants’ Association years, but it is possible to evade the voluntary bank
points to the fact that it is customary in English prac rupt petition limitation by securing the filing of in
tice for creditors to appoint, with the approval of the voluntary petitions by friendly creditors and fellow
board of trade, professional accountants as non-official conspirators.
trustees in the larger bankruptcy cases. This associa
Credit men urge also reasonable expense allowances
tion recommends the adoption of a procedure that incurred in the efforts to defeat fraudulent composi
resembles in certain respects the one used in Eng tions. Creditors are frequently called on under present
land. The recommendations are stated in full on conditions to contribute a percentage of their claims
page 29.
to an expense fund to be devoted to prosecution and
Many leading accountants, working under the investigation, if the facts are found to warrant pros
responsibilities of heavy practice, have refrained from ecution. This condition has given rise to the practice
suggesting to their clients the desirability of their own on the part of collection agencies of soliciting contri
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butions from creditors for the purposes of investiga
tion and prosecution, these agencies later receiving
substantial sums for their work when concealed assets
are discovered. In some instances, allowances have
been made by the courts. The expense of these inves
tigations must be met by the creditors, whether they
are productive of results or not. Law-enforcing
agencies are not sufficiently well-equipped to investi
gate these cases.
Credit men urge that, in order to hasten action in
winding up bankrupt estates, a provision be made that
claims may not be filed after six months of the filing of
a petition. There is advocated also a limitation of the
present right of the federal and state courts to proceed
with preferred claims for taxes on one class of property
against another class. Frequently tax claims for real
estate are presented against personal property, reduc
ing substantially the amount to be realized by general
creditors who have nothing but the personal property
on which to rely.
There is a proposed provision, which would make
it an act of bankruptcy, for any person who is insol
vent to permit a creditor to obtain through legal
action a levy, attachment, judgment, or other lien,
and not discharge it within four months.
Credit men, accountants, lawyers, and business men
should take an active part, both as individuals and as
members of professional and business organizations,
to bring about improvements in bankruptcy law and
procedure. Nothing should be left undone that will
strengthen the law and discourage its use as a cloak to
cover rascality.

assets of $28,737 and liabilities of $61,000. Dur
ing the bankruptcy proceedings a composition
offer of 25 cents on the dollar was made and was
being seriously considered when investigators
from the Investigation and Prosecution Depart
ment of the National Association of Credit Men
were called in. Newly painted boards in the ware
house led to a stock of merchandise, valued at
$4,200, concealed between the ceiling and the roof.
New flooring in the garage used by X led to a
buried lot of checks, invoices, and papers which
proved to be X ’s records, though he had claimed
that he had kept no books. One of the checks
was in payment of rent on property in another
city, and additional merchandise valued at more
than $10,000 was found there. The total con
cealed merchandise recovered was valued at $32,
000 which, added to the visible merchandise listed
by the bankrupt, gave nearly $61,000, making the
bankrupt nearly solvent. He was indicted, tried,
convicted, and sentenced to two years in the At
lanta penitentiary.

Prosecution of Credit Criminals

Lack of effective prosecution of credit criminals, it is
believed, accounts largely for the tremendous annual
loss from credit frauds. It is true, as many credit ex
perts point out, that business men could avoid a large
part of the losses by the adoption of the use of verified
statements and the other procedures hereinbefore out
lined. But laxity in proceeding against the criminal
and the failure to convince him that offenses will re
Examples of B ankruptcy Frauds
sult in prompt and certain punishment, undoubtedly
have much to do with the growth of losses. It is
The following examples of fraud unearthed in con largely for the purpose of increasing the efficiency of
nection with bankruptcy proceedings are typical of prosecution that the National Association of Credit
many that could be cited:
Men is arranging to spend half a million dollars a
Example i. An individual sold merchandise
year in the fight against the credit criminal.
and destroyed the invoices. Investigators, after
The Investigation and Prosecution Department of
bankruptcy, found a list of orders tucked away in
the National Association of Credit Men stresses two
a drawer. Going to the customers, the investi
points in the prevention of fraudulent failures and
gators obtained cancelled checks, and the cash
credit frauds. First, it points out the necessity of
was traced, after several transfers and endorse
detecting preparations for planned failures before the
ments, to the personal accounts of the bankrupt
plans culminate. Second, it urges the need of prompt
and his wife. The failure disclosed assets of $14,
and severe punishment for offenders. If these two
000 and liabilities of $95,000. He was prosecuted
objectives are accomplished, it is believed that the
and given a six months’ sentence.
morally weak will be deterred from credit crimes.
Example 2. A hat manufacturer in New York
This department concerns itself with cases that in
had an auditor’s statement made which showed
dicate a deliberately planned scheme to defraud, rather
a net worth of $5,000, but gave to his creditors a
than with the cases in which the trouble is due to
statement, prepared by himself, showing a net
carelessness on the part of a failing debtor. Likewise,
worth of $53,000.00. The difference of approxi
it seeks convictions in cases in which large amounts
mately $48,000.00 is principally accounted for by
are involved, and in which the prominence of the
the fact that he used notes payable to friends or
debtor or the boldness of the crime are such as to make
relatives in amount of $37,000.00 as part of his
the cases valuable as public examples in the case of
capital, instead of showing them on his statement
conviction.
as liabilities. He was prosecuted in New York
The department devotes its attention to cases in
on a charge of making a false statement, pleaded
volving maladministration or misconduct on the part
guilty, and was given a suspended sentence. He
of the officials charged with the determination and
went into bankruptcy, with assets of $20,000 and
enforcement of the law. It does not direct its effort
liabilities of $95,000.
to the obtaining of favorable settlements in insolven
cies. Its sole object is to obtain prevention of the
Example 3. Investigators cite a case in which
crime or its punishment. If the department’s efforts
a man named X failed in a southern state, with
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result in substantially increasing the assets of an
estate, the officials are gratified, but such an outcome
is incidental to the real purpose of the department.
Experience has shown that successful investigation,
and prosecution rarely come from individual endeavor.
It comes rather from the joint action of creditors who
band themselves together, and who are aroused to the
point of insisting upon complete investigation and
prompt and thorough prosecution.

posed to advance would, in a majority of cases, be the
property of the bankrupt's creditors, passed along to friends
ana relatives by the bankrupt.
"Experienced investigators look askance at the state
ments of assets and liabilities presented in many such cases.
The liabilities cannot be discounted, while the statement of
assets can usually be cut in two.
"Such appeals to creditors usually enclose a composition
acceptance form. Customarily, too, they are so worded as
to convey the idea that if the composition is not accepted
the concern in question will be forced into bankruptcy,
which, it is pointed out cleverly, would mean even less re
turn to the creditors than the composition offered.
"Credit men usually accept the composition offered, but
it is pointed out that every such composition accepted adds
fuel to the fire.
“ Another method resorted to is the buying up of small
claims, so that a composition may be put through by vote
following the bankruptcy action.
"T he false financial statement is one of the chief weapons
of the credit crook. It is admitted that credit men in a large
percentage of cases fail to get a real financial statement from
each new customer.
" I f the credit man demands and receives a financial state
ment, it is his duty to keep the envelope in which it arrived
through the mail, to mark it for identification, and to call it
to the attention of one or more others so that if need be it
may be proved in court that the financial statement was
transmitted through the mails.
"In many cases in which credit men have requested finan
cial statements, they have received them, only to find that
they were not signed, that they were not dated, that they
did not state where a given stock of merchandise was loca
ted, and, in what name the title rested. Incomplete
financial statements of this kind are valueless for purposes
of granting credit.

Opinion of Investigator
C. D. West, head of the Investigation and Prosecution
Department of the National Association of Credit
Men, has been active for many years in bringing credit
criminals to justice. Mr. West is convinced, by reason
of his experience, that the effective prosecution of
credit criminals is the greatest possible deterrent to
the commission of credit frauds. He points to the
practical cessation of train robberies as an example of
what may be done in preventing crime by making it
known in criminal circles that those robbed or de
frauded will not rest until the crooks have been pun
ished. In his earlier years he was connected with the
secret service department of one of the larger railroad
companies of this country. The problem of train,
express, and mail robberies was met by the adoption
of a plan under which posses were organized whenever
a robbery was committed, with instructions to spare
no effort to the end that an arrest and conviction
should follow the crime. Posses were organized
quickly as soon as a robbery was discovered, and
prompt and swift justice was meted out. This action
so discouraged the men who thought they saw an
opportunity to defraud the railroad companies that
they gave up their attempts and presumably sought
other fields.
The same principle has been applied by Mr. West in
his present work. He believes that if it is impressed
upon criminals that a fraudulent failure and a hasty
departure with goods belonging to others will in
evitably be followed by a pursuit, prosecution, and
conviction, such crimes will soon be reduced to small
proportions. Among other things, Mr. West states:
"T he certainty of something being done was what prac
tically stopped, or at least greatly reduced, railroad train
robberies. The same tactics will stop credit frauds. If the
same certainty of justice being administered were felt by
those who attempted to obtain goods, credit or money
fraudulently, many now engaged in this comparatively safe
occupation would choose some other calling.
"Unlike train robberies, credit frauds involve no death,
no shooting, very little imprisonment and sometimes no
action or prosecution. Good attorneys can be had to defend
credit crooks, who can thus take advantage of every quirk
of the bankruptcy and other laws.
"T h is feeling of security has brought about a very large
industry built around credit frauds. The composition
settlement is the keynote of the whole transaction. If the
particular fraud is one of the higher grade failures in which
the bankrupt does not decamp but remains on the scene to
close up his affairs and wipe the slate clean, the appeal to
creditors that is made by such bankrupts tells a significant
story to experienced investigators.
"These appeals sometimes tell of big-hearted friends or
relatives who are willing to advance funds so that the insol
vent business man may offer a composition of 20 or 2 5 per
cent. and continue in business. Funds which it was pro

“ The law dealing with the transmission of false financial
statements through the mail requires that it be proved that
the man or men involved conceived and devised a scheme to
defraud and in furtherance thereof did use the United States
mails. Proving the use of the mails would be easy if credit
men would take the proper precautions. Proving the con
ception and devisement of the scheme to defraud is not dif
ficult if several creditors go about it in a business-like way.
“ The keeping of books is something in which credit
crooks do not indulge. It is pointed out that there are, even
in these days, strictly honest merchants who do not keep
books, so that the failure to keep books itself does not al
ways mean that the merchant is a crook.
“ Where sets of books are lacking, either because they
were not kept or because they had disappeared, creditors
may with the aid of accountants reconstruct a set of books
by learning what the defunct concern bought, what deposits
were made at banks, what the overhead expenses were,
what the cost of living for the proprietors was, and what
is remaining of the assets. From these reconstructed books,
it may sometimes be determined whether there has been a
leak of large proportions or a concealment of assets.
“ Once the assets of a concern have got into the hands of
the court an appraisal is in order. Credit men are of the
belief that there is room for great improvement in the ap
praisal of bankrupt stocks, and in the making of invento
ries. In hundreds of instances appraisers have set arbitrary
values on stocks which were far from representing the true
cost price of the goods. These prices set up by appraisers
are what is known as knock-off prices.”

Mr. West is authority for the statement that some
deterrent effect already has been felt by reason of the
efforts made by his organization to follow up and
prosecute criminals. One hundred and thirty cases
are now under investigation by his department, and
more than 100 men arc under indictment for violations
of various laws in connection with fraudulent failures
and credit frauds. Mr. West, commenting on this
matter said:
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“ We have been making the credit crook spend his illgotten gains for attorneys; sometimes we convict him.
Certainty, more than severity, of punishment alone w ill do
the work for us.

quently he would enlist the assistance of the Chamber of
Commerce. The front windows would be painted over for a
few days while fixtures and stock were being installed. The
fixtures usually consisted mostly o f racks and tables. The
stock consisted principally of empty cartons arranged
neatly on shelves. There would be just enough of a stock
so that the proprietors could do business for a short time.
In this particular case, men’s furnishings comprised the
stock.
“ The proprietors would soon contrive to have some
credit man ask for a rating. When the reporter arrived, the
roprietor would at first protest against giving facts and
p
figures as to his business and personal standing, but before
the interview was terminated he would make known that
he had just gone into business, that he had a store full of
stock, that he had a small amount o f cash on hand, that he
had cash in the bank— the $5,000 originally deposited—
that he had certain accounts receivable which were usually
in the form of notes carried in his pocketbook, and which
could be prepared at his leisure, and , finally, that he did not
owe anything.

“ One of the big tasks for those engaged in prosecuting
and convicting those guilty of credit frauds and question
able failures is providing the proof that financial statements
are false. There must be an audit of the books. If there arc
no books, a dummy set must be made up on which liberal
allowances must be made for every item of expenditure.
Detectives are no good in cases of this kind, except for such
watching or shadowing as may be necessary. I would
rather take a good auditor to clean up a mess of this kind.
“ With the aid of competent auditors and accountants, it
has frequently been possible to make men or concerns who
have declared themselves insolvent much more than solvent
by uncovering assets which have been concealed or sequest
ered.
“ It has been disclosed by recent investigations that credit
crooks have ‘sucker’ lists, which are of great value, and
which are sold for good prices. One man who was brought
to book for fraudulent failures had a certain merchandise
house on his list of creditors in nine out of ten failures.
Questioned as to w hy this particular house was not among
the creditors in the other case, the bankrupt admitted that
he did not have this house on his sucker list the first time.

“ On the basis of this excellent report he would be able to
secure anywhere from $15,000 to $100,000 worth of stock
on credit. The goods as fast as received were reshipped to a
central point, in this case to Philadelphia, and at the right
time the proprietors would disappear leaving the store prac
tically empty.
“ The weak spot in this plan, o f course, was that if some
merchandise house of which credit w as asked had requested
a certified statement, including inventory, it would have
been impossible to give it because no accountants could
have visited the store and have made even a cursory exam
ination of the stock without discovering that it was not
there.”

“ One group of crooks which came to the attention of the
Investigation and Prosecution Department of the National
Association of Credit Men had a well-conceived plan which
was put through successfully in case after case.
"Under this plan a merchant would come to town, de
posit $5,000 in cash in one of the leading banks and state
that he was looking for a location to open a store. Fre

Miscellaneous Facts
Concealed assets. Commercial criminals who choose
the procedure of ordinary bankruptcy usually attempt
to conceal assets and these can in many cases be un
earthed by careful investigation. Such criminals can
be proceeded against either under the bankruptcy act
or under a charge of making a false financial state
ment.
State assignment laws. It is interesting to note that
the assignment laws are still in effect in many states,
but they are seldom invoked as the making of an
assignment by a creditor is an act of bankruptcy under
the federal law. An involuntary petition may be filed
against an individual or concern which makes such
assignment.
Disposing of the booty. It is not difficult under exist
ing conditions for business criminals to build up a line
of credit and to obtain merchandise. Their problem
arises when they attempt to convert the goods into
cash. They must either dispose of the goods at a sac
rifice or conceal them or transfer them to confederates,
and it is not difficult for clever investigators to trap
the crooks who do not have relations with efficient
‘‘fences. ’’ The business crook is in the same position as
the burglar who has made away with jewelry or other
valuable articles. He must convert them into cash at
a high discount and, in doing so, runs grave risk of
detection. Investigators are not engaged to perform
this detective work in a great majority of cases. They
are called in only in bankruptcies which disclose a
flagrant violation of the laws.
Bookkeeping records should be kept. The lack of proper

bookkeeping records is a serious handicap in adminis
tering bankruptcy estates and in preventing credit and
bankruptcy frauds. It is strongly urged by competent
authorities that a man who cannot produce books of
account should not be permitted to obtain a discharge
in bankruptcy. The suggestion is made that the stat
utes should require all concerns obtaining merchan
dise on credit to keep accurate accounting records and
make failure to do so a punishable offense; and that the
lack of such records should constitute prima facie
evidence of fraud, or better, that the bankrupt should
be under obligation to substantiate from his books
that his losses were legitimately incurred and that his
inability to do so should conclusively prove fraud.
Steps may properly be taken to bring about a reform in
this respect.
Steps to avoid bankruptcy. Reference is made else
where in this letter-bulletin to the British custom by
which arrangements are often made between creditors
and individuals or a business in financial difficulties for
an accountant to administer the affairs for the benefit
of all concerned. The practice has resulted in the con
tinuance of many businesses that would otherwise
have been sacrificed and has often resulted in the full
protection of creditors* interests. One authority
states that the general adoption of this practice would
result in an enormous annual saving in the aggregate
bad debt account of the business public. The initia
tive in this matter can sometimes be taken by the
accountant who is often in position to anticipate the
need for this type of service.
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STATEMENTS OF JUDGES AND REFEREE OF
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURTS
Credit Frauds Largely Due to Excessive Extension of Credits
Statement by Hon. John C. Knox, Judge of the United States District Court for
the Southern District of New York. (Prepared Expressly for this Letter-Bulletin)
administration is the field within
which a Federal Judge has his best opportunity
to observe any tendency there may be upon the
part of persons to engage in commercial crimes. That
fraud, in considerable quantity, and of excellent qual
ity, is to be found among bankrupts, admits of no
dispute. Court records establish the fact. Were such
records to be examined with care, it might also be dis
covered that very often creditors invite the frauds
directed against them. The extension of lines of
credit that cannot be justified by the character of the
debtor, or by his financial standing, affords him the
occasion to make a bankruptcy fraud profitable. Under
conditions such as frequently come to light, my won
der is not that crimes against the bankruptcy law are
so many, but that they are so few. So long as bank
rupts are permitted to obtain large quantities of mer
chandise upon credit, to which they are, under no
conceivable circumstances, entitled, and it is brought
to their attention that they may, by properly arranged
proceedings, be discharged from their obligations by
the offer and acceptance of a fifteen or twenty-five per
cent, settlement, there should be no surprise that
fraudulent bankruptcies arc of common occurrence.
Without undertaking to speak with entire accuracy,
I am willing to hazard the guess that in three cases out
of five, a bankrupt who makes a few well-chosen pref
erences, may settle with his creditors for a payment
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of from fifteen to thirty cents on the dollar, no matter
what fraud he may have committed. In my opinion,
the tendency of bankrupts to engage in the conceal
ment of assets is hardly more noticeable than is the
tendency of creditors to condone and compound such
wrong. The former thrives by feeding upon the latter.
Frauds in bankruptcy will grow less as and when they
are made unprofitable. Dishonest bankrupts will have
respect for the provisions of the criminal law at such
time as creditors clearly indicate that a debt of moral
turpitude cannot be discharged in terms of dollars
and cents. Upon the exhibition by the business com
munity of a determination to improve the commer
cial atmosphere, the jurors who sit in trials involving
commercial crimes w ill not be overly anxious to place
a guilty man within the sheltering arms of his best
friend, whose name is “ Reasonable Doubt.” When
courts can be assured that business men have a sincere
desire to bring about the punishment of the commer
cial crook, once he has been convicted, and that their
attitude, upon sentence day, is not a species of vin
dictiveness, engendered by his failure to offer a larger
settlement, there w ill be, I think, no valid complaint
as to the severity of the punishment that will be im
posed. The Lord, it is said, helps them who help
themselves. As much may also be said of the law,
and of the persons who administer it.

Fraud Due to Lack of Verification of Statements and References
Statement by Hon. J. W. Thompson, Judge of the United States District Court for
the Eastern District of Pennsylvania. ( Prepared Expressly for this Letter-Bulletin)
n y conclusions I have drawn concerning the class
tenses, representations, or promises * * * shall for
of financial crime known as credit frauds is based the purpose of executing such scheme or artifice or
entirely upon my observation of cases tried before meattempting so to do” use the United States mails.
in the Federal Courts. The acts which are ordinarily
It has been in prosecutions under that Act and in
the basis of criminal proceedings in a Federal Court are applications for discharge in bankruptcy that my op
quite well defined in the Bankruptcy Act as cause for portunities of observation have arisen. The charge in
refusing a discharge in bankruptcy where the bank such cases has ordinarily been the obtaining of credit
rupt has “ obtained money or property on credit upon by means of false financial statements concerning assets
a materially false statement in writing made by him and liabilities, furnished to banks, manufacturers,
to any person or his representative for the purpose of wholesalers, or jobbers, in order to obtain credit by
obtaining credit from such person.”
one who afterwards was petitioned into bankruptcy.
In order to successfully prosecute one who has com It will be observed, however, that prosecution for the
mitted such act in a Federal Court, the offense charged offense would be equally available if bankruptcy had
must be one concerning which Congress has power to not intervened provided the mail was used in execu
legislate and has under such power prohibited by tion of the fraudulent scheme.
statute. Recourse has, therefore, been had to the Act
I think I am safe in saying that in all of such cases
of Congress imposing fine or imprisonment or both tried before me, where it has appeared that credit was
upon “ whoever having devised or intending to devise extended upon the faith of false statements, over
any scheme or artifice to defraud or for obtaining estimating assets, and under-estimating liabilities,
money or property by means of false or fraudulent pre the falsity of the statement might have been ascer
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tained when the statement was received if the creditor
had made even slight effort to ascertain the truth. In
no instance which I have been able to recall was any
attempt made to verify the facts by examination of
books or by requiring trustworthy references concern
ing the financial standing, responsibility, or reputa
tion for fair dealing of the applicant for credit. In
some instances, it has appeared that the applicant had
a rating with a mercantile agency to which he was
not entitled and which he would not have had if the
mercantile agency had made a painstaking and careful
investigation. In some instances, however, it was
shown that the defendant had assets sufficient to
justify the extension of credit at the time the state
ment was made and the statement, therefore, was not
itself false but was immediately followed by the dis
appearance of assets, and bankruptcy. The intention
to defraud was, therefore, to be drawn from those
facts closely following the obtaining of merchandise
or loans upon the faith of the financial statement fur
nished. It frequently occurs also that, before creditors
can, through the process of the bankruptcy court,
obtain access to the defendant’s books, they have been
secreted or destroyed and the plea is then set up that
no regular accounts have been kept. In other cases,
the accounts themselves are falsified with the intent
that bankruptcy shall shortly follow.
It would seem superfluous to suggest to accountants
that frauds perpetrated through credits obtained upon

false financial statements could readily be diminished
or perhaps entirely avoided if, before extension of
credit based upon a financial statement, the bank or
merchant required an examination of the applicant’s
books. While that might not prevent the fraud if it
was intended that it be perpetrated by diversion and
concealment of assets, yet it would supply evidence
from which the real condition of the defendant's
affairs at a given date could be proved in court.
Knowledge by one contemplating fraud that the true
condition of his affairs at a certain date would be
readily susceptible of proof through the testimony of
those who had audited his accounts, would, no doubt,
deter an applicant for credit from proceeding further
with his fraudulent purpose.
I believe, however, that the desire to avoid losing
a customer or to obtain a new customer and making a
sale in the active competition between merchants is
too frequently the cause of extending credit without
due care to ascertain the true state of the applicant’s
credit status. The attempted fraud induced by the
cupidity of the intended purchaser would, in my
opinion, have usually been fruitless, if the seller had
restrained his desire to make a sale to an old customer
or obtain a new one until he had used ordinary dili
gence in obtaining information of the buyer’s affairs.
He could thereby save himself from the results of that
lack of due care under the circumstances which is
termed negligence.

Losses Due to Gross N egligence in Extending Credits—
Viewpoint of R eferee in Bankruptcy
Statement by Hon. Armand B. Kreft, Referee in Bankruptcy, United States
District Court, San Francisco, California. (Prepared Expressly for this Letter-Bulletin)
y

experience, covering some fifteen years as Referee

M in Bankruptcy in San Francisco, is that cases of
intentional fraud are few; that is, cases involving fraud
of a character coming within the penal provisions of
the state and national laws; and when I refer to cases
of intentional fraud I mean cases involving mercantile
credits where the party at the outset schemes to obtain
goods on credit with no intention of paying. The
losses which, in my opinion, greatly exceed losses
from all other causes are due to gross negligence in the
extension of credits to incompetents. It is true that,
having obtained credit and lacking the qualities mak
ing for success in business, the debtor tries to save
something for himself out of the wreck, prefers his
relatives and friends whose money he has also lost,
and commits fraud, actual or constructive, which
usually is difficult of proof and costly to undo; but
such was not his original intention. There arc few
bankruptcy cases which are entirely free from frauds
of this character. Laws intended to reach this class of
cases would present difficulties equaling the enforce
ment of the Volstead law. At the finish of his career
the incompetent business adventurer is in a state of
mind where he blames the creditors who made it easy
for him to obtain merchandise, often asserts that
goods were foisted upon him, and that he was caused

thereby to overreach himself—and there is some truth
in that.
Competition prevents a creditor from pressing a
prospective customer too intimately for information
concerning his financial condition. The creditor’s
opinion usually has been formed, and, no doubt, will
continue to be formed by personal appearance and
physical surroundings. In the event that he has been
the victim of unwisely extended credit he is not in
clined to send good money after bad by entering upon
lengthy investigations or advancing moneys for crimi
nal prosecutions. In other words, he fails, for very
good reasons, to make precautionary investigations
before extending the credit, and fails to prosecute
afterwards, also for very good reasons. Even where
financial statements have been taken, manifestly false,
prosecution seldom results. District attorneys these
days, both federal and state, are very busy men, and
prosecutions for commercial frauds always require de
tailed investigation, and the complaining creditor is
expected to do the detailing. District attorneys
charge that prosecutions for commercial fraud are
seldom backed up; that prosecution is too often sought
as a coercive measure against the debtor to compel a
settlement or compromise. They object to the use of
their offices as collection agencies.
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While, as stated, I am pessimistic on the subject,
mainly because self-interest prevents effectual prose
cution, I believe that improvement can be made along
certain lines, one of which is suggested by the raising
of a fund by associations of credit men to prosecute
commercial frauds, and such united action, in my
opinion, is the only action that would really improve
the situation. A suggestion for uniform laws in
various states respecting the making of false financial
statements is a very good one. And, also, it occurs to
me that it is within federal cognizance to make it an
offense for a person of one state to make a false state
ment in writing for the purpose of obtaining credit to
a citizen of another state. I have not looked into the
matter. We have a general statute against the use of
the mails to further schemes to defraud. It has not
come within my personal experience that this statute
has been used to prosecute persons for rendering false
financial statements as a basis for credit, but I find
such cases in the law books. I have noticed that very
heavy losses in mercantile lines fall upon large eastern
houses. The local merchant extending credit has

means of investigating not usually available to the
creditor of another state. Such a provision of federal
law would be supplemental to the national bank
ruptcy act. It is a ground for denying the bankrupt’s
discharge where he has made a false statement in
writing upon which he has obtained credit, but the
offense is not made penal. Such offense might be made
penal without regard to its commission by one who
has become bankrupt.
I apprehend that at least one assistant in the United
States Attorney’s office would be kept very busy in
vestigating commercial frauds with such a statute
upon the books, especially if the importance thereof
is impressed upon the Department of Justice and funds
for prosecutions are provided; and such funds supple
mented by credit association funds and the services of
attorneys representing credit associations, in my opin
ion, would add a large measure of protection to credi
tors’ interstate transactions. Also, the federal bank
ruptcy law can be made more effective by additional
penal clauses aimed at commercial frauds.

UNITED STATES ATTORNEY ASKS AID OF BUSINESS MEN
Emory R. Buckner Appeals to Them to Assist in Curbing “ Business Burglars”
Attorney Emory R. Buckner of

New York has appealed to business men to co
Uoperate
with his office in bringing to justice those
n ite d

sta te s

whom he terms “ business burglars.” Speaking to
members of the National Association of Credit Men
and of the New York Credit Men’s Association Mr.
Buckner said that he deplored the comparative ease
of escape from justice of men guilty of commercial
fraud. He said the scarcity of federal judges in New
York was “ a public scandal and a denial of justice.”
Mr. Buckner asked the aid of business men, which
he said could be given in the form of jury service by
themselves and by men in their employ whenever
called; by making known their wishes that eight or
ten more federal judges be named to sit in New York;
and by refraining from clogging the court calendars
with suits whose outcome might be dubious.
Continuing, Mr. Buckner said: “ Commercial fraud
is a genteel term for business burglary. The ordinary
burglar risks his life and runs a chance of swift and
severe punishment, but the business burglar in fraud
ulent bankruptcies works by stealth, is hard to
detect and conceals his crime. He may finally be
complained against by any one of many business asso
ciations. If he is indicted he cannot be tried speedily
because we have not enough federal judges in this
district and because their calendars are crowded with
petty prohibition cases.
“ The cases grow stale. Creditors get discouraged,
witnesses lose interest, the defendant is started in a
new business. Juries get sympathetic—and Atlanta
penitentiary is a long way off. One business burglar
convicted within sixty days of his indictment and
given a jail sentence would do more to promote busi
ness honesty than fifty business burglars indicted and
either never tried or tried after two or three years.”

The Committee wrote Mr. Buckner as follows:

‘‘This Institute has in preparation a letter-bulletin on the subject
of ‘Credit Frauds’ in which it makes reference to the federal statute
concerning the fraudulent use of the mails. It states:
“ ‘It is usually easier to prove the use of the mails to defraud than it
is to prosecute under the state statute. An additional advantage is
that under the federal law against the use of the mails for the pur
pose of fraud, the prosecution may be had either in the district in
which the statement was mailed or in the district in which the state
ment was received.’
“ Will you be kind enough to advise us whether this statement is
correct? The point has been raised that prosecution may be had only
in the district where the statement is mailed.”

In reply Mr. Buckner wrote:
“ Receipt is acknowledged of your letter dated March 5, 1925, in
which you ask our opinion as to whether or not a certain statement
to be made in your letter-bulletin is correct.
“ That statement, so far as the particular paragraph which you
quote is concerned, seems to refer only to the prosecution of cases
based upon false financial statements. With respect to such a pros
ecution, we are inclined to the view that the state court is better
able to handle the case because of a specific statute which makes the
obtaining of credit on a false financial statement a crime. Such a
case in the County of New York is triable before the Court of Special
Sessions, and therefore obviates both the cumbersomeness and the
uncertainty of a jury trial.
“ We have, however, prosecuted such cases in a few instances
under our mail fraud statute. That statute reads in part as follows:—
‘ Whoever, having devised or intending to devise any
scheme or artifice to defraud, or for obtaining money or
property by means of false or fraudulent pretenses, repre
sentations or promises, . . . shall, for the purpose of
executing such scheme or artifice or attempting so to do,
place or cause to be placed, any letter, postal card, package,
writing, circular, pamphlet, or advertisement . . . in any
post-office, or station thereof, . . . to be sent or delivered
by the post-office establishment of the United States, or
shall take or receive any such therefrom, . . . or shall
knowingly cause to be delivered by mail according to the
direction thereon, . . . any such letter, . . . shall be
fined . . . .’
"Under this statute, prosecution may be had in the district within
which the letter is mailed, or in which the delivery by mail is
caused.”
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STATEMENTS BY CREDIT AUTHORITIES
Credit Men Organize Great Drive Against Credit Criminals
Statement by J. H. Tregoe, Executive Manager, National Association of Credit Men
(Prepared Expressly for this Letter-Bulletin)
thinking man and woman will agree that ment of the Association was authorized to expand its
the credit criminal, who has been battening upon work in a way that would effectively take care of the
business to an ever-increasing extent in this credit crook.
country during the past few years, must go. TheThe rapid growth of the Association, and its con
maintenance of proper standards of business honor— tinual study of this class of criminal, had revealed the
the upholding of the fundamental ethics of honest fact that there were a number of important cases which
trading—and the welfare of the community as a whole, could not successfully be handled by the local associa
emphatically demand the extermination of the species. tions or, indeed, by anything less than a national
To this end, the National Association of Credit agency equipped and empowered to deal with com
Men has made a careful study of every aspect of credit mercial crime on a national scale.
crime, from the mentality of the criminals and their
Starting with only one investigator, this special
methods, to the most effective means wherewith to department now has a manager and director of inves
combat them.
tigations, two full-time and seven emergency or extra
As a result of its investigations the Association is investigators, and three office assistants. It functions
convinced that most of the annual loss from this source on an income of approximately $30,000 provided by an
—which is variously estimated at anything between assessment of one dollar a year on each member of the
two hundred and four hundred million dollars, with a N. A. C. M. The department has undertaken 784
probable minimum in the neighborhood of two hun cases, and obtained 493 indictments and 175 convic
dred fifty million—can be snatched from the maw of tions; while, at the present time, it has in hand over
the credit crook, and saved for American business.
116 cases. Its achievements have been acclaimed by
For this purpose it is planning a systematic, nation local credit associations, the Post Office Department,
wide campaign to unmask and bring to justice the the Attorney General’s Office and members of the
greatest possible number of these pests by educating judiciary and prominent business houses.
the business community in their methods and arming
During the past two years, however, there has been
it with the safeguards to use against them; and, by an unprecedented increase in crime of all kinds, in
instilling in the minds of the miscreants a wholesome cluding credit crime, which has overtaxed the existing
dread of its operations and their consequence, to create resources and agencies for coping with it; and it is
a powerful deterrent of fraudulent credit transactions. obvious that the Credit Justice Department of the
The credit crook is at present being fought hard and N. A. C. M. is not strong enough, either in personnel,
effectually, but under conditions that lack coordina or finance, successfully to deal with the increased de
tion by (a) concerns which have been victimized (b) mands which are being made upon it.
local associations of credit men (c) certain purely
trade associations (d) the Credit Justice Department of
the National Association of Credit Men (e) by at least
Swamped With Requests for Help
one professional organization, the American Institute
of Accountants through its Committee on Public
The department has been literally swamped with re
Affairs.
Some twenty-eight years ago the N. A. C. M. was quests for its services, and cannot possibly handle all
established to: “ Lessen commercial fraud, protect the work which it is being requested to do; and so the
creditors from unscrupulous debtors, punish debtors N. A. C. M. plans to meet the emergency by strength
who were intent on escaping their rightful legal obli ening and developing this special branch so that it will
gations and keep members informed of points of credit be able to undertake the highly important work which
operation;” and until the year 1916 the work of com is waiting to be done.
For this purpose the Association has determined to
bating the credit crook was carried out wholly by the
raise a fund of $1,000,000 immediately, and to spend
local branches of the Association.
$500,000 annually in an organized campaign directed
against credit crime. Among its intentions are the
Work to Be Expanded
increase of the staff of the Credit Justice Department
But, in that year—twenty years after its formation— to some five times its present number, the establish
the national membership of the N. A. C. M. had ment of administrative offices in Chicago and San
reached the high figure of 20,000, or just two-thirds Francisco, besides the present office in New York, the
of the total o f 30,000 which makes this Association placing of trained investigators in at least fifteen
today the largest commercial body of its kind in the strategic centers of population and the equipment and
country; and so, as a result of action taken at the maintenance of a force sufficiently expert and compre
Buffalo convention of 1924, the Credit Justice Depart hensive to tackle ail cases referred to it by members.
very
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By this means the N. A. C. M. expects to recover
hundreds of thousands, possibly millions of dollars of
concealed goods at present being lost and likely to be
lost to creditors; to safeguard the interests of the con
sumer by reducing the percentage of the cost of manu
factured goods at present necessarily being charged to
credit losses; and to lift business as a whole, and credit
transactions in particular, to that higher level which
all who have the welfare of the community at heart
will wish to see them occupy.

P lans for Administration

Weapon for Defrauded Creditors
The activities of this specially qualified and highly
organized force will undoubtedly have a beneficial
effect in dissolving the feeling of hopelessness which
obsesses those who at present have to deal singlehanded with circumstances where fraud is suspected,
but cannot be proved or brought home to the mis
creants.
It will be possible to attack cases which at present
are either too intricate, too far-reaching or involve
political, social or financial interests that serve to
protect the real perpetrators of credit fraud, and
which none but a powerful national movement can
tackle unafraid.
An answer will be given to the charge that business
is insincere in pressing fraud cases through to convic
tion, and that it can be bought off; this is the oppor
tunity which business men have been seeking to
register an emphatic and convincing denial of these
constantly made assertions of bench and bar.
Finally, this work will inevitably have powerful
deterrent effect upon the credit crook, both fullfledged and in embryo. When credit crime is so sure to
be detected that it becomes a difficult and dangerous
vocation instead of a “ safe picking,” as at present, its
devotees will almost certainly abandon it in favor of
something less troublesome and more productive.

Recognizing that, in the supervision and administra
tion of a great national fund such as this will be, the
greatest care must be exercised in the selection of a
governing body, a board of trustees will be appointed,
ten in number, made up of well-known and highly
respected men, who will direct the manner and extent
to which the fund will be used. Acting in conjunc
tion with this body, the executive manager of the
N. A. C. M. will have direct supervision of the plans;
and, as treasurer, he will be in charge of the fund,
which will be kept quite separate from the funds of
the Association.
The administrative offices in New York, Chicago
and San Francisco will be under the supervision of
committees whose duty it will be to see that the plans
are faithfully carried out, and the credit criminals of
each district vigilantly watched and vigorously at
A id of American Institute
tacked at the right time. These committees will be
appointed on the recommendation of the local credit
Welcomed
associations, and selected in such a manner as to
represent the associations throughout the divisions For more than a year the American Institute of Ac
in proportion to their size and importance; being ap countants has been making a study of the crime
pointed by and responsible to the Board of Directors tendency and has found that credit frauds rank second
of the National Association of Credit Men and to the in the toll which is exacted from American business.
executive manager for the proper performance of their Valuable work has been performed by the Institute
through its Committee on Public Affairs in calling to
duties.
The rules governing the operation of the Credit the attention of the business public the magnitude of
Justice Department, the control of its personnel and these losses and in suggesting remedies. The Insti
the efficient and economical use of the fund, will be tute’s effort was nation-wide and already has been pro
drafted by a council made up of representatives of the ductive of excellent results. The National Associa
Board of Directors, the Board of Trustees, and the tion of Credit Men welcomes the cooperation of the
three Administrative Committees, together with the American Institute of Accountants and gladly acknowl
Executive Manager.
edges the assistance that has been and is now being
Investigations such as it is proposed to undertake given. The forthcoming publication of Letter-Bul
and the work which it is intended to carry out demand letin 3 on “ Credit Frauds” in the Institute’s series
unusual qualifications, special skill and a high stand dealing with subjects of popular interest, will, it is
ard of personal character and integrity. The N.A.C.M. believed, be of practical assistance in the campaign
feels that it has, in the staff of its Credit Justice De which credit men are undertaking throughout the
partment, the men who meet these requirements and country against the credit crook.
the means to select and train the many others who will
In undertaking to drive the credit crook out of
be needed.
business, the National Association of Credit Men is
In addition to the merely material consideration of unquestionably rendering a valuable service to the
insurance against loss, there are many other equally community; as the success of its efforts should result
important results which should follow the successful in the saving of millions of dollars a year to “ clean”
raising of this fund, and which should recommend it business. It deserves well of the interests it is plan
not only to every active member of the N. A. C. M., ning to protect, and it is merely a form of insurance—
but to business men throughout every part of the and a particularly valuable one—to accord support to
country.
such an undertaking.
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Credit Frauds from Bankers' Viewpoint
Statement by Freas B. Snyder, Research Director of The Robert Morris Associates
(Prepared Expressly for this Letter-Bulletin)
interest of the banker in credit frauds is twofold.
loans fraudulently

the interest of bankers resulting from direct losses is
minimized.
The indirect interest of bankers is extensive. Next
Second—The indirect effect of loss suffered by his to cash, the most liquid item in the balance sheets on
customers on his own security.
which the bankers’ loans are partly based, is accounts
The principal method of defrauding the banker is receivable. To the extent that these accounts are
through credit secured on a false statement. This tainted with fraud, just so far is the banker’s security
usually occurs when the banker has been lulled to a from being clean. While it is rare that the failure of
false sense of security by a long course of satisfactory an otherwise good concern results from losses on
dealings and an established reputation or indifferent credits extended to fraudulent enterprises, the aggre
credit investigation and analysis of new offerings.
gate of such losses is exceedingly heavy and their
The banker’s safeguards are many. The number of steady increase constantly undermines the banking
his borrowing customers is not so large but that he structure. The banker sells credit and service. Credit
can afford to make such analysis of the credit as its is confidence expressed in terms of dollars. When that
size warrants. He also has the highly developed ser credit is undermined and shaken by Criminal practices
vices of the modern accountant who, unless hampered the banker’s business totters. This is his interest in
by limitations of time and expense placed on him by the limitation of credit frauds.
the banker or the customer, can establish the exact
The Robert Morris Associates representing the credit
status of a borrower.
officers of more than 400 important banks acknowl
edges its indebtedness to the American Institute of
Ratios Disclose “ Window Dressing”
Accountants for their sincere cooperation in eliminat
The Robert Morris Associates have developed a series ing abuses which have from time to time crept into
of ratios intended by comparison and test to disclose audited statements. We recognize that their aim is to
any attempt at window dressing or actual fraud in the put the accounting profession upon such a high stand
statements of their customers. With all these facili ard that never by any remote connection can any blame
ties and the known attitude, even of the unscrupulous for a fraudulent failure be ascribed to misplaced con
toward protecting their standing with their banks, fidence in the accountant’s certificate.
he

First — The direct loss on
T secured.

Credit Machinery—Its Extension and "Perfection Advocated
in War on Commercial Criminals
Statement by Official of R. G. D u n & Co.
(Prepared Expressly for this Letter-Bulletin)
recent years there has occurred in this country a

I marvelous growth in the movement of merchandise
and money, accompanied by a striking increase in
n

Unfortunately this welcome national growth in
merchandise distribution and credit extension has been
accompanied by not only an increase in credit fraud,
but by criminal methods so new and bold as to war
rant the coining of new phrases such as ‘‘Commercial
Criminology.”

population. To meet this a necessary fundamental is
efficient credit machinery.
The bank credit men through the Robert Morris
Associates are doing their part in a manner that merits
Publicity Recommended
the highest praise.
Through the National Association ofCredit Men the At one time there was a feeling that publicity would
united assistance is had of a large body of the ablest, encourage growth of commercial fraud. Those who
grant credit now feel that the best remedy is to give
keenest and best equipped credit men of the country.
Those who extend credit will not fail to appraise at publicity not only to the fact of the fraud, but to the
its true value the assistance that is being given by the methods adopted by the credit criminal and ways to
American Institute of Accountants and other associa prevent the fraud and punish the guilty.
tions and organizations.
Permit us to call attention to Section 442 of the
Obviously no one organization possesses within Penal Law of New York State. Briefly, this section
itself all the elements necessary to complete credit provides that whenever property shall be purchased by
mechanism.
aid of a written and signed statement relating to the
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purchaser’s means or ability to pay, and in said state
ment the purchaser states that he keeps books of
account, then, if after the expiration of the credit term
he fails to pay, he shall, within 90 days after such fail
ure to pay, upon the request of the seller or his agents,
produce, within ten days after such request, his books
of account, and, “ each and every one of them men
tioned or described in said statement, and permit the
persons from whom said property was purchased, or
their agents duly accredited in writing, to fully ex
amine such books of accounts, and each and every one
of them mentioned or described in said statement, and
to make copies of any part thereof.” Failure to pro
duce the books within ten days “ shall be presumptive
evidence that each and every pretense relating to the
purchaser’s means or ability to pay, in said statement
contained, were false at the time of making said state
ment, and were known to the purchaser to be false.”
May we direct special attention to three types of
credit fraud:

(1 )

The man who has borne a good reputation
and suddenly decides to defraud his credi
tors.
(2) The man of bad reputation who assumes an
alias and then seeks credit in the name of a
well-known concern of established good
repute.
(3) The man of bad reputation who keeps his
own personality completely hidden and who
uts to the fore a man of good repute; the
latter being, at times, the innocent dupe of
the former, or sometimes knowingly lend
ing his good name to a fraud for a considera
tion.
To state specifically the means adopted by R. G.
Dun & Co., to frustrate the credit criminal, and yet
keep within the limits of your letter-bulletin is impos
sible. Unquestionably the active assistance of the
American Institute of Accountants in credit fraud pre
vention will have far-reaching favorable results.

p

Commercial Agencies A re P olice of Mercantile World
Statement by

T h e B rad street C o m pan y

(Prepared Expressly for this Letter-Bulletin)

adopted by dishonest traders are too well dishonest business man, consist of starting operations
known to need particularization, but there are with a flourish and under a name similar to that of
some old-established, reputable firm whose rating in
two outstanding classes of fraud that cause the greatest
havoc in the credit world. The first of these comprises the agency books is good. Bank balances are packed
the hitherto honest merchant, who through failure to by illusory credits and the passing around o f a few
keep abreast of the times or through being tempted thousand dollars from bank to bank, facilitated by
into speculative courses, or from a variety o f other cir trading under various names in different localities.
cumstances, sees that he is approaching the inevitable When all the preliminaries are arranged, goods are
collapse and decides to ride for a fall, meantime ar bought in widely scattered markets and in moderate
ranging to conceal his assets. The second class is the amounts from each wholesaler. Almost as soon as
deliberate business criminal.
merchandise is delivered at the front door, it is ship
Only great vigilance and cooperation with com ped out at the back to confederates, and when the bills
mercial agencies can prevent or minimize eventual loss fall due, nothing is found but an empty store or ware
by creditors, in cases of honest merchants tempted to house.
These and similar victimizations could be avoided
turn crooks. One should consult the agency in the
same spirit that one consults a lawyer or physician, by the intelligent use of reports by expert investiga
and not grudgingly. The agencies have no occult tors, who are quick to sense irregularities. If in such
methods, but have during many years built up organi cases as outlined above all the credit men who author
zations that constitute the police of the mercantile ized shipments had applied for reports, that action
world.
alone would have engendered suspicion when the
Everyone should be interested in rendering unprofi agency records indicated such far flung and apparently
table the machinations of swindlers and one way in reckless purchasing.
which this can be done is by volunteering one’s own
There are various other methods of the bogus trader
experience when making an inquiry, thus assisting in that render thorny the path the credit man has to
building up and broadcasting a mass of evidence that tread, but if ordinary precautions were taken, the
cannot be got together by other methods and lesser hydra-headed monster of credit frauds that haunts
facilities.
that path would soon be shorn of many of his
The methods of bogus traders, the deliberately terrors.

M

eth o d s

Better Business M orals W ill Induce Credit Frauds
Statement by Hon. Edgar Watkins, of Georgia Bar
( Prepared Expressly for this Letter-Bulletin)

another to act to his injury on a false con
ception, which he has been led to believe is true,
is fraud. Fraud is actual or constructive, moral or
legal, but such distinctions have no practical value,
because neither the extent of the loss nor the civil
remedy of the injured party is affected by the kind of
fraud. Silence may, under some circumstances, con
stitute fraud, and an erroneous statement recklessly
made for the purpose of causing action may be a legal
fraud equally injurious to the person deceived as a
deliberate falsehood.
Credit is extended upon the expectation that the
credit will be liquidated; and when representations or
silence, when there is a duty to speak, arouse such
expectation, when the truth would show no reason
able basis therefor, there is what may properly be
designated as a “ credit fraud.”
This species of fraud, for which there are civil
remedies and which frequently constitutes a violation
of a criminal statute, probably is more generally in
dulged in by men in business than any other kind.
One of the chief causes of the prevalence of this kind
of fraud is the lack of moral understanding. It re
quires some ethical training to appreciate the fact
that the failure to speak when it is known that silence
will deceive to another’s hurt, is morally as reprehen
sible as an expressed untruth. Observation convinces
me that many business men are guilty of credit frauds
without fully comprehending that what they are
doing is immoral.
The man who carries on his ledger and puts in state
ments on which he expects others to extend him
credit, receivables at a valuation known to him to be
excessive, frequently soothes his conscience with the
notion that he possibly may collect the stated value.
He who sees his business gradually tending towards
insolvency, cherishes the hope that the tide may turn
and intentionally withholds the facts when morally
it is his duty to speak. Property is overvalued because
an elastic conscience argues that value is an opinion
based upon a demand which is not susceptible of
measurement. It is rarely expected that contingent
liabilities and accommodation indorsements are to
result in loss and so their existence is concealed.
These illustrations, typical of others that could be
stated, might be called moral frauds, because they
usually are not within the pale of the penal laws.

I

n d u c in g

Intent M akes Fraud a Crime
There are, of course, many instances of frauds which
are also crimes. That nothing should be concealed
and that everything stated should be true in a property
statement made as a basis for obtaining credit is but a
truism. If the question of the existence of contingent
liabilities is asked in such statement the answer must
be true, otherwise there is fraud which may be
punished as a crime. When a statement is made that
particular property is owned, that no other than

stated liabilities exist, the falsity o f such statements
may constitute a crime justifying a prosecution; but
when opinions are expressed, even though the opinion
is not believed to be correct, there is practical im
possibility of any penal action, for the inner motives
of a man’s soul cannot be known or proved.
The prevention of credit frauds, and here as else
where I am stating the result of professional experi
ence, is of two kinds. Primarily and of the greatest
utility is the promotion of higher ethical standards.
No business man and no lawyer with as much as
twenty-five years’ experience but has seen striking
improvement in business morals. The American Insti
tute of Accountants, the National Association of
Credit Men, the American, state and local bar
associations and trade organizations have done much
to raise the standards of business and of the legal pro
fession. Codes of ethics have been promulgated and
these arouse a moral complex which has its influence
for good on members of such institutes, associations
and organizations. A continuance of this work and
an enlargement of the scope of these cooperative or
ganizations will tend to lessen the extent of that species
of fraud which penal statutes cannot reach.

Injured P arty's P ositive D uty
There are species, however, the product of minds
knowingly criminal. Deliberate false statements and
conscious suppressions of truth when duty requires
and the law demands that the whole truth be spoken
can be reached only by the application of the criminal
statutes. Here there is a positive duty of the injured
party. He owes it to society to prosecute these kinds
of fraud, even at personal loss to himself. The fraud
ulent brankrupt should not be permitted to obtain a
discharge and the criminal should not go unpunished.
Von Jhering, “ Struggle for L aw ,” may here be
appropriately quoted. He says:
“ If I were called upon to pass judgment on the practical
importance of the two principles: ‘Do no injustice,' and:
‘Suffer no injustice,’ I would say that the first rule was:
Suffer no injustice, and the second; Do none! . . .
“ The defense of one’s concrete legal rights, when these
rights are attacked, is a duty of the individual whose rights
have been invaded, not only to himself, but also to society.
. . .
In defending his legal right he, at the same time,
defends the law , and in the law that public order which is
indispensable, who can deny that, in defending them, he
fulfills a duty to the commonwealth?”

By teachings which will arouse inactive consciences
and which will promote moral training much of what
may find excuses for will be eliminated, and by vigor
ous prosecution and active opposition to the accom
plishment of fraudulent schemes, the fear of punish
ment will lessen the commission of criminal frauds.
Education of the conscience will lessen frauds which
are committed by the weak and thoughtless, while the
fear of punishment will restrain the knowingly crimi
nal.
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TRADE AND CREDIT BODIES ORGANIZE
TO FIGHT FRAUDS
Federation Will Make Available to All Members Results of Investigations Made by Various Associations
have been taken by twenty-five trade and
credit organizations, the majority of which have
headquarters in New York, to organize a central
bureau to assist in preventing credit frauds and in
tracing the business criminal and fraudulent bankrupt.
W. G. Betsch, of Wm. Iselin & Company, describ
ing the proposed federation, says:
teps

S

“ The plan which is now taking definite form w ill combine the
experience o f all the credit bodies of the city. A ll existing
agencies for the collection and dissemination of credit information,
as well as all grantors o f credit, have been invited to take part.
All existing machinery which is playing a part in the weeding out
of perpetrators of credit frauds w ill be utilized in this activity,
ana duplication w ill be prevented. The main feature of the plan
we are working on is simply that a central point as a clearing house
for all this allied activity must be established."

Existing credit bureaus operated by trade associa
tions will thus, it is hoped, have their sphere of use
fulness enlarged and so will become more effective.
Information which they gather concerning seekers for
credit and concerning failures and the men involved,
will be made available to other trade organizations.
A prosecution bureau is, according to the plans, to
be an important part of the new organization. A
department of investigation is also projected. This
department plans to use accountants, investigators
and attorneys in its work. A bureau of records, which
will gather information concerning fraudulent cases
and the individuals involved, is planned as another
activity.
The tentative plan outlines ways and means to com
bat the credit frauds under four major headings— the
unlawful activities to be fought and suppressed, the
means of fighting and suppressing, the make-up of the
cooperating associations, and, finally, the organiza
tion itself.
Under the first heading, that of activities to be
fought, the tentative plan lists the following: False

financial statements, perjury, fraudulent transfers,
bulk sales, concealment of assets, and collusive
fires.
Under means of fighting, the creation of a credit
bureau to disseminate information, utilizing present
credit bureaus and avoiding duplication, is contem
plated. The proposed remedies listed comprise in
vestigation, a subcommittee to determine whether
facts justify prosecution and, lastly, prosecution.
The proposed organization will be a central com
mittee to consist o f one representative from each asso
ciation represented, which will elect officers and
appoint subcommittees to handle the financing of the
movement, the issuance of a weekly bulletin reporting
on the work of the preceding week and the names on
which information is sought. The committee for the
investigation of crime will employ accountants, in
vestigators and attorneys. It will conduct its work
with the parties directly concerned in a given bank
ruptcy, or independently if necessary.
For the prosecution of crime a committee to consist
of five members, representative of mercantile associa
tions, serving in rotation, will determine policies.
Each member will serve for a week or ten days.
Committees named to work out the details of the
organization of the proposed federation of trade and
credit bodies are still at work. Several meetings have
been held since January. It is hoped that the report of
this committee will be ready for presentation at an
early date and that by its adoption the proposed new
federation will become an actuality. The federation
will bear no name. Those interested in its formation
do not wish to add a new association to those already
in the field, but wish merely to provide a plan by
which the work of the existing organizations may be
made more effective through the exchange of results of
that work.
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PROPOSED CHANGES IN BANKRUPTCY ACT
AND ITS ADMINISTRATION
Two Organizations Make Detailed Study of Law
and Suggest Numerous Alterations
in the provisions of the national bank
ruptcy act and in the manner of its administra
tion have been suggested by many organizations
and individuals. The f act that many bankrupts are
successful in concealing assets, and in defrauding
creditors in other ways, has aroused the business
world, and has resulted in the making of many studies
and investigations with a view to remedying supposed
defects in the law and its administration.
In the report of the Committee on Bankruptcy
Reform of the Merchants Association of New York,
to which reference has heretofore been made, the
ephemeral character of the bankruptcy laws is pointed
to as a significant part of their history. The report
states that the present law is the fourth within 123
years. Continuing, it says:

(b)

h anges

C

"The first bankruptcy law was that of 1800 and remained in force
a little over two years, being repealed in 1803. The second law was
passed in 1841 and repealed in 1842, having remained in force a little
over a year. Succeeding its repeal there was no bankruptcy law until
1867, when a new law was enacted which, after seven years’ trial,
was in turn repealed; and after a succeeding hiatus in bankruptcy
legislation of twenty years the bankruptcy law of 1898 (the existing
law ) was passed.
"The fugitive character of the laws preceding the law of 1898 and
the evils that have grown up under that, as under the prior laws,
would seem to be a sufficient commentary upon the inadequacy of
such law s, in practice, to relieve the condition which they were
designed to remedy. Although present conditions arc an improve
ment . . .
it seems evident that experience has demonstrated
that the law of 1898, which its authors and promoters hopefully
prophesied would end all the abuses and scandals which led to the
repeal of its predecessors, has not fulfilled their sanguine expecta
tions; and that the law with all its useful features, is subject to the
gravest abuses, which call imperatively for its radical amendment.
" I f the facts developed by the committee in its investigation
should be called into serious question (which we do not apprehend),
or are not deemed sufficient to call for the amendment of the bank
ruptcy law in the respects indicated in this report, or by similar
amendments, having the same ends in view, to w it, to render the
law less susceptible to the abuses complained of, and make it a more
efficient and businesslike system of bankruptcy procedure, compar
able, if not superior, to those of foreign countries, then, in that event,
the committee recommends that the operation o f the present law be
made the subject o f further investigation at the hands of a Congres
sional Committee with full powers to subpoena witnesses, docu
ments, etc.”

The conclusions and recommendations of the Com
mittee on Bankruptcy Reform of the Merchants Asso
ciation of New York are quoted as follows:

Recommendations
of Merchants Association
We recommend the following changes in the law:
I. To obviate some of the abuses in the present practice of friendly
and voluntary proceedings that it should be provided:
(a) That the petitioning creditor in an involuntary proceed
ing be required to state in the petition whether it is
made directly or indirectly at the request or on behalf of
the debtor.

(c)

That a voluntary bankrupt shall not be required to file
a schedule of his property and lists of his creditors with
the petition but that such schedule and list may be filed
after the filing of the petition.
That a discharge shall not be granted to a debtor who
has been discharged in an involuntary proceeding which
was in effect voluntary within six years.

II.

That in districts containing a city having a population of
500,000 or more, official receivers shall be appointed by the
judges of the district sitting as a Board who shall have certain
powers and who shall be paid salaries instead of fees—
(a) That the receiver shall examine into and investigate the
affairs of the bankrupt and report;
(b) That he may appoint suitable assistants.

III.

That provision should be made for the appointment of a custo
dian in districts where there is no official receiver.

IV.

That an auditor should be appointed in each circuit by the
senior circuit judge and be paid a salary with power to employ
assistants whose duty it shall be to prepare statistics relating to
the business of bankruptcy; to supervise the proceedings and
expenditures of receivers and referees; to make reports and upon
the direction of judges to investigate the conduct and proceed
ings of bankrupts.
V. The referees should be divided into two classes; those who de
vote their entire time to the office, to be termed "salaried ref
erees,” and those who may also engage in another occupation;
that salaried referees shall be appointed in cities having a popu
lation of 500,000 or more; that the fees allowed by law shall be
paid by salaried referees into the United States Treasury; that
the expenses of such referees shall be paid by the Government.
VI.

That trustees should be elected by creditors only when the
estate is of the value of not less than Ten Thousand Dollars
($10,000) and that in estates of less amount the receiver shall
act as trustee.

VII.

That one instead of three appraisers may be appointed from a
list of appraisers approved by the judges of the several districts
and that rules be made by the judges for the preparation of lists
of persons eligible as appraisers.

VIII. That in the case of compositions the agreed compensation
shall be paid only to creditors who have made proof of claim
and who have filed an affidavit that they have not received or
entered into an agreement to receive any sum or thing of value
over and above the amount available upon the claim under the
terms of the composition.
IX .

That penal sections of the law be extended:
(a) So as to include an embezzlement not only from the
trustee but also from a receiver, custodian or other
officer;
(b) And making it an offense for any person or agent of an
insolvent corporation who, in contemplation of the
bankruptcy of such person or corporation with the in
tent to defeat the operation of the law , shall fraudu
lently conceal or transfer any of the property of the
debtor.
X . That a discharge shall not be granted if the debtor within one
year next preceding the filing of the petition destroyed, con
cealed, falsified or failed to keep such books of accounts or
records as are usual and proper in the business carried on.
That the period of twelve months should be substituted for
four months in the provision refusing a discharge where the
debtor has made a fraudulent disposition of his property.
That the debtor shall submit a certificate of the trustee or
receiver that he has conformed with all the requirements of the
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law and answered all proper questions and produced all books
and papers required, filed the schedules required by law , and
shall also submit to the court the statement of the auditor as to
any audit or investigation which may have been made respect
ing his affairs.
That the trustee or receiver may be authorized to file objec
tions to the discharge by the referee in charge of the proceed
ing.
X I.

That the discharge shall not extend to debts created by fraud,
embezzlement, misappropriation or defalcation of the bankrupt
without limitation as to his official or fiduciary capacity.

X II.

That it shall be made an act of bankruptcy for a debtor to have
“ suffered or permitted while insolvent any creditor to obtain
through legal proceedings any levy, attachment, judgment or
other lien and not having vacated or discharged the same at
least five (5) days before the expiration of four months from the
date of obtaining such levy, attachment, judgment, or other
lien.”

X III. That the period for the taking of appeals or writs of error
shall be limited to thirty (30) days.
X IV . That the period within which claims may be filed shall be
limited to six (6) months after the adjudication.
X V . That the definition of a preference shall be amended so that it
shall read “ where the preference consists of transfer, such period
of four months shall not expire until four months after the date
of the recording or registering of the transfer if by such law such
recording or registering is required or permitted.”
X V I. That the law be amended so that taxes shall not be paid out
of the bankrupt’s estate on exempt property.
X V II. That the Act be amended so as to make illegal payments to
officers penal offenses.
The facts and reasons upon which these conclusions arc based are
stated in the appended divisions of this Report.
Respectfully submitted,
COMMITTEE ON BANKRUPTCY REFORM
J . Noble Hayes, Chairman
Walter Bennett
James W. Gerard
Herbert P. Howell
J . L. Medler
Allen R. Memhard
Jo h n J . Murphy
Robert H. Montgomery
Samuel Seabury
Clarence J . Shearn
Theodore F. Whitmarsh
George W. Wickersham
James L. Bishop, Counsel

all of the amendments which the experience of the
credit men found to be necessary and desirable. In
part, this report says:
“ During its study of the statute this Committee
received hundreds of suggestions as to its amendment
from organizations and individuals but found that
most of the proposed amendments were due to condi
tions arising from a faulty administration of the law,
rather than to defects in the statute itself.
“ This Committee, therefore, undertook to make a
survey of conditions throughout the principal Federal
Districts of the country, and from reports made to it,
has come to the conclusion that most of the defects in
administration can be removed by changes in the Gen
eral Orders of Bankruptcy of the Supreme Court and
by amendments of the rules of the several District
Courts.
“ This Committee in formulating the amendments to
the General Orders hereinafter set forth and discussed,
has kept constantly in mind the fact that the General
Orders, as their name indicates, are necessarily general
in application, and, in view of the varying conditions
existing in the several Federal Districts, has been
careful not to suggest any changes which would inter
fere with the orderly administration of the law in
Districts where its administration is giving satisfac
tion to those concerned.
“ In the amendments proposed, this Committee has
restricted them, so far as possible, to the statement of
certain procedure, so that the General Orders may be
amplified, if experience of their operation or local con
ditions requires, by the rules of the District Courts.
“ This Committee found that in certain Districts
abuses had developed which were giving those inter
ested in the proper and economical administration of
the law much concern. The chief abuses are:
“ 1. Collusive involuntary proceedings;
“ z. Filing o f petitions upon assigned claims;
“ 3. Employees of the attorney for the petitioning creditors posing
as such creditors;
“ 4. Solicitation of claims and powers of attorney by receivers and
attorneys for receivers;
“ 5. Allowances to officials and attorneys without notice to credi
tors;
“ 6. Failure of the General Orders to provide for furnishing infor
mation to creditors concerning the receipt and disbursement of
the funds of the estate;
“ 7 . Appointment of receivers where mere custodians would
suffice.”

The undersigned dissent from the majority recommendation re
specting the proposed amendment providing for the appointment
exclusively of official receivers, ana recommend that discretion be
reserved to the judge in special cases and for cause shown to
appoint other than official receivers.
Samuel Seabury
Allen R. Memhard

Recommendations of Credit Men
The National Association of Credit Men, through its
National Bankruptcy Law Executive Committee,
presented a report to Honorable Joseph Buffington,
Chairman of the Committee on Bankruptcy Rules of
the Federal Judicial Council, on January 15, 1924, in
which were set forth the views of the credit men rela
tive to proposed amendments in the law itself, and to
the manner of its administration.
This report states that the National Association of
Credit Men was instrumental in preparing a bill in
Congress for the amendment of the National Bank
ruptcy Act. This measure was the result of more than
five years’ study of the law and embodied practically

Proposed Amendments
Some of the amendments recommended in this report
are:
(1)
That laymen be permitted to hold and vote more than a single
power of attorney.
(2) That attorneys for creditors should be permitted to serve as
counsel for receivers and trustees subject to proper safeguards.
(3 ) That the names of the assignees of claims to be used as a com
position of involuntary bankruptcy proceedings be required to be
disclosed in an affidavit showing consideration paid for the assign
ment of such claims, and that they were not procured for the purpose
of instituting bankruptcy proceedings based on them; and that no
attorney shall be permitted to act for the petitioning creditors in any
case in which such petitioning creditors are employees of, or asso
ciated in business with, such attorney.
(4) That the receiver be required to file a list of all known credi
tors and their addresses in case the schedules arc not filed by the
bankrupt and petitioning creditors.
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(5) That the referee be required when closing the estate to mail to
each creditor whose claim has been allowed a summarized statement
of all moneys received and disbursed.
(6) Referee’s reports, or “ certificates of conformity” on discharge
or composition, filed before the return day, or before the final hear
ing upon specifications of objections, if any are filed in opposition,
shall not undertake to make findings on the merits as to the existence
or non-existence of any bar to the discharge or composition involved.
(7) That referees and attorneys for receivers be prohibited from
soliciting from creditors their votes for the election of trustee or for
any purpose in connection with the administration of the estate in
bankruptcy or the acceptance or rejection of any composition by a
bankrupt.
(8) That all disbursements made out of the bankrupt estate by the
receiver, custodian or other officer of the court, shall, if made before
adjudication, bear the counter-signature of the Clerk, and subsequent
to adjudication, the counter-signature of the referee, except that in
cases of composition all funds must be deposited in the name of, and
be disbursed by the Clerk.
(9) That district judges shall determine the fees of special masters
sitting under orders of reference from the district judge.
(10 ) That the court shall, when taking actual possession of the
estate of the bankrupt prior to the appointment and selection of a

trustee, except for good cause shown, appoint only custodian-receiv
ers.
(11)
That before entering an order confirming a composition, the
court shall require all persons who may have waived dividends and
fees or compensation to set forth in writing and under oath, all agree
ments with respect thereto, whether with the bankrupt, his attorney
or any other person.
(12.) That notice be given by the referee to the trustee, creditors,
and every known person in interest, of allowances sought by attor
neys, accountants, auctioneers, appraisers, receivers and trustees, at
least ten days before the final meeting. Certain provisions for partial
allowances are recommended.
( 13 ) That no official trustee, auctioneer or appraiser shall be ap
pointed by the court nor shall any general trustee, auctioneer or
appraiser act in classes of cases.
The report points out that the general orders in existence are now of
25 years standing and that the official forms are obsolete and should
be modernized. The report is signed by J . L . Medler as Chairman
of the National Bankruptcy Law Executive Committee of the Na
tional Association of Credit Men and by George Wentworth Carr as
Chairman of the Sub-committee on Improvement of Bankruptcy
Administration.

COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION
the issuance of Letter-Bulletin 2 , the Arbitra
tion Society of America reports that considerable
progress has been made in the promotion of the
arbitration movement throughout the country. The
most outstanding development has been the enactment
of the United States arbitration law which, after hav
ing passed both the Senate and House of Representa
tives unanimously, was signed by President Coolidge
on February 12 th. This law makes valid and enforce
able written provisions or agreements for arbitration
of disputes arising out of contracts, maritime transac
tions, or commerce among the states or territories or
with foreign nations. This federal law is applicable,
however, only to such causes of action over which the
federal courts have jurisdiction, that is, where the
amount involved is over $3,000.00.
The state of Oregon, on February 2 5th, enacted an
arbitration law following the principles of the New
Jersey law, which the Arbitration Society of America
has presented to many states as a model statute.
Oregon follows New York and New Jersey as the third
state which makes an agreement to arbitrate binding,
enforceable, and irrevocable. Similar bills have also
been introduced in the legislatures of California,
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Indiana, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Missouri, North
Carolina, and Rhode Island.
In practically all of these states members of the
American Institute of Accountants have been most
active in securing the introduction of these bills and
in cooperating with other business and professional
organizations in bringing their benefits to the atten
tion of the public as well as the legislatures.
The Institute, through its Committee on Public
Affairs, again calls the attention of its members to the
special yearly membership rate of $10.00 for account
ants which was announced by the Arbitration Society
of America upon the recommendation of the Institute.
Membership in the Arbitration Society will enable
accountants to keep themselves fully informed of the
developments of the Arbitration movement as well as
to call upon the Society for information and service of
various kinds.
The Committee again urges its members and asso
ciates who are not yet actively enrolled in the Arbitra
tion Society of America to avail themselves of this
special membership rate. Application with check for
$10.00 should be sent to Jules S. Bache, treasurer of
the Arbitration Society of America, 115 Broadway,
New York.
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